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Museum object of Chamber talk
1.

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Keeping the national Boy
Scout museum in Murray was
the theme of Monday night's annual Chamber of Commerce
banquet, as business leaders
called for community support in
accomplishing that goal.
Despite some not very encouraging words about state
funding from Wendell Combs,
secretary of the Kentucky
Tourism Cabinet, leaders of the
museum effort spoke positively
about the need to raise nearly $2
million. They had reason not to

be pessimistic, as Boy Scouts of
America has recently pledged
Its cooperation in a national
fund-raising effort.
The Boy Scout museum has
been put to death more than
once, and has been resurrected
again and again,"
said Sid
_
Easley, chairman of the local
steering committee in charge of
the fund drive. That committee's formation was the latest
resurrection, and raised more
than $300,000 within 10 days,
Easley said. Along with Murray
State's pledge of $300,000, that
leaves about $1.9 million needed

for the project, he said.
The benefits of the museum,
which., by conservative
est4mates has been projected to
attract 100,000 visitors a year,
were stressed by the evening's
speakers.
"Sometimes I think we don't
really catch the significance of
all this," Easley remarked.
"What does this mean to us? The
spinoffs are unbelievable."
Scouting embodies the basic
values of civilization, he said,
and "What better could Kentucky do than to speak to the nation about the values of

scouting?"
Outgoing Chamber President
Chuck Wynn compared the ef:
fect of a museum here to the
varied tourism activities offered
by Florida. With 10 to 12 million
yearly visitors to Land Between
the Lakes and nearby Age
resorts, a museum would give
those tourists a reason to stay a
day longer and visit Murray, he
said.
"It's very, very obvious to me
how much the museum can and
will do for this community, this
district and this state," Wynn
said.

a

Combs, the keynote speaker, or any other special project.
acknowledged the importance of Combs said. The $95 million
tourism budget lacks any extra
the museum to Kentucky
tourism and said his cabinet will funds for such projects, and
Murray isn't the.only communi"do anything we're big enough
to do for the Boy Scout ty requesting funding, he
museum." He added, however, pointed out. The legislature has
21 honestly don't know what that- taken much stronger control--of
budget decisions than in the
is."
past, he added.
Combs said afterward that the
"As far as the state itself bestate is too strapped for money
to be able to promise any finan- ing able to do anything in the
way of funding), I really don't
cial help to the museum, though
he said he would be willing to know whether we tan or not,"
Combs said.
help in a fund-raising effort.
Meinberauttheloca1 steering
"We don't have any money in
the budget now for a museum" (Cont'd on page 2)

Recipient 'completely speechless'

-

Albritten chosen as
'Citizen of the Year'
For the first time in her life,
Neva Grey Albritten said, she
was "completely speechless."
She had just been named
Citizen of the Year by the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
.
"If you'd- asked me to speak
about Calloway County or Murray, I could speak about that for
hours," Mrs. Albritten said.
"Murray's been my life — born
and reared here, this has been

It.',
She had almost decided not to
come to the banqueLshe,said.
The honor was a very well-kept
secret. Mrs. Albritten was honored at
the chamber's annual banquet
Monday night in the Curris
Center. Betty Lowry, herself a
former recipient of the honor,
presented the award.
Mrs. Albritten-was a full-time
employee at the Bank of Murray

Charles H. Cella

Jeremy Lee White

Commencement's
top students named
Charles H. Cella, son of Dr.I
/
and Mrs. Ron Cella, and Jeremy
Lee White, son of D. and Mrs.
Jerrell White, will serve as .
valedictorian and salutatorian,
respectively, during Murray
High School's Commencement
exercises at 8 p.m., Thursday.
May 24.
Cella has a four...year
academic average of 98.77;
White has a four-year academic
average of 97.64. In the class of
106 graduates, Matthew Tracy
Harrington, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Calvin Tracy Harrington, ranks
third with an average of 97.14.
George Mike Friebel, son of Mr.
and Mrs. George Friebel, is
fourth honor student with an
average of 95.94.
Commencement exercises
will be conducted in Lovett
Auditorium on the Murray State
University campus. Superinten-

dent Robert Glin Jeffrey will
speak, followed by an address
by Murray High School Assistant Principal Mark Brady.
Honor awards will be given and
diplomas will be presented by
Melissa Easley, chairman of the
Murray Board of Education.
Baccalaureate services will
be held Sunday, May 20, at 8
p.m.,at the First Baptist Church.
The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
former pastor of Memorial Baptist Church, will deliver the sermon. The Invocation will be
given by Dean Ross, Minister of
Campus Ministry; the Benediction will be by the Rev. Dwight
Wyant, Pastor of the Faith
Apostolic Church.
A reception will be held in the
Commons Area of Murray High
School following the Baccalaureate service.

'or is years, and worked parttime before that. She was
originally hired, according to
President Joe Dick, before the
bank started keeping employment records.
Spe worked as an assistant
cashiv, assistant vice president, vice president, and a loan
officer. Her work with student
loans was especially valuable
and appreciated, Mrs. Lowry
said.
"I know there are students all
over this country that are
grateful to her."
Mrs. Albritten has served in
every capacity for the Murray
Woman's Club, including president, and is now on the advisory
council. She has been active in
the Kentucky Federation4 of
Women's Clubs, including being
aide to the president, and is still
active in the National
Secretaries Association.
She has also been active in her
church, in Alpha Sigma Alpha,
and is incoming president of the
Murray Civic Music
Association.
The chamber also honored
Max Hurt with a plaque for his
57 year's' service in the organization. Hurt was one of the
chamber's original organizers
in 1926.
"What was begun over a halfcentury ago by a few people, has
borne a lot of fruit and given a
lot of satisfaction," Hurt said.
In addition, the chamber
bestowed its annual Ambassadors Award on James and
Bob Futrell, Larry Hurt, Keith
Hays and Bill Germann.
Receiving the Community Improvement Volunteers' recognitions of businesses that have improved their properties, were
Murray Appliance, Pagliai's,
Ross Insurance, the Wild
Raspberry, Blackford House,,
Thurman Furniture, and Don
Overbey's building on Maple
Street.
The chamber honored its
outgoing board members: Joe
Dick, Loretta Jobs, Gary
Haverstock, Dr. Allen Moffitt
and Chuck Wynn. New directors
recognized were Jobs (reelected), Mike Holton, Judy
Mastera, Sid Easley and John
Ed Scott.
New chamber officers are
Easley, president; Bob Billington, vice president; Steve Andrus, treasurer; and Dan,
McNutt, secretary.

DKRBY
WITHDRAWALS —
Devil's.Bag (left) and
Mighty Adversary have
both been withdrawn from
Saturday's Kentucky Derby. The decisilin concerning Devil's Bag was announced today by trainer
Woody Stephens. For
Mote details, see related
stories on Page 8 of today's sports section.
AP Laserphoto
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CHAMBER HONORS — The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce's latest recipient of
the "Citizen of the Year" award is Neva Grey Albritten, pictured above with Melvin Henley, new president of the Chamber. Below at left, Max Hurt, one of the original members of the local Chamber is
shown with outgoing president (buck Wynn. The Chamber was started locally in 1926.-In the
background can be seen the cornerstone from Murray's first permanent industry, the old hosiery mill.

United Way fund
hinges on public
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
An effort to start a local
United Way fund may largely
hinge on the degree of community interest shown at a meeting
tonight.
Co-sponsored by the InterAgency Conference and the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, the
meeting will be an attempt to
engage local involvement for the
formation of a United Way
board. Anyone interested in
establishing such an agency is
encouraged to attend the
meeting at 7 p.m. in the County
Circuit Court Annex.
Murray previously had a
United Fund for several years,
but it was disbanded in the
mid-1960s. The agency was
unable to win sucticient community support to meet its fund
goals.
Persons packing the, current
effort hope the necessary support can be solicited. Central to
that necessary level of support
Is persuading big employers to
Implement payroll deductions,
organizers say. That is
something the former United
Fund was unable to do

Having a local United Way.
with the support of big
employers would, based on the.
experience of other communities, increase the total
amount raised for recipient
agencies. said Don Brock of the
Inter-Agency Conference. It
would also reduce the number of
fund drives pursued by those
agencies, and thus relieve individuals and businesses of
repeated requests for donations,
he pointed out.
"A lot of us in the Inter
Agency Conference are concerned because we, along with other
citizens, have been the ones trying to go out and raise money,"
said Brock, who is director of
the Murray Mental Health
Center."A lot of times, the same
people end up doing it yettf- after
Year. People come to their door
and say, 'Oh, it's you again.""
That's particularly a problem
for small businesamen, pointed
out Steve Zea, executive vice
president of the chamber of
commerce.
"So many times, businesses
are continually dealing withpeople-soliciting," said Zea. "We're
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sunny
Today sunny highs in the
upper 60s to low 70s. West
winds around 10 mph.
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winds.
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Carter receives Vistinguished Alumni Award'
American Broadcasting Corp- Development for
By CHARLES HONEY
Hearst
Holding back tears, Carter
about education in the Jackson
paniss, Inc. Burton was unable
Man Writer - Magazines.
—told the alumni banquet crowd
Purchase."-—
to
attend
because of an
It was an emotional moment
The humble launching pad of
that he regretted his parents
"I have never found a comemergency on his flight, but will
when John Mack Carter receivthat career, he pointed out, was
were no longer alive to witness
munity where education is as
be coming to next fall's
ed the Distinguished Alumni
the honor: "I feel as close to
the
basement
of
the
MSU
Homecoming, said Alumni
Award at Saturday night's 1984
important to people as it seems
them here as I could in any
library, in the journalism
Director Donna Herndon.
Alumni Banquet. The man who
to be here. There has been and, I
situation."
classes of L.J. Hortin. Carter
Carter, named to the Kenhas risen from his Murray roots
am pleased to see, is still, a burThe caring showed to him by
was born in Murray and attendtucky Journalism Hall of Fame
to become editor-in-chief of
ning thirst for education at
MSU's professors was the most
ed MSU from 1945 to 1947. His
last year, has in the last 25 years
Good Housekeeping did not find
Murray."
Important part of his
mother was a member of MSU's
moved rapidly through top
it easy to express his feelings
undergraduate days, Carter
Alluding to the MSU Alma
e'clitorial posts at McCall's,
about his hometown, and the•
1926 graduating class, and his
said. His attendarfce at the banMater, Carter said, "I've gone
Ladies
Home Journal, and now
school that set him on his way in
father was a former president of
quet, he said, was "to pay honor
many miles hence, (but) I
has a readership of more than 20
journalism.
the Alumni Association and
to all of you who cared for me."
haven't left these halls forever.
million
at Good Housekeeping. superintendent of Murray
The honor bestowed on him by
Carter said there is
You honor me in bringing me
He is also Director of Magazine
MSU, he said, meant more to
schools,
"something almost mystical
back."
him than that conferred by the
University of Missouri, from
where he graduated after attenJohn Mac Carter
ding'MSU.
"That was a degree_representing the work I'd done for the
university,'' Carter said of the
Carter was one of two former
Missouri distinguished alumni
MSU students hondred at Satur---Davis reports James was
Three automobile accidents
driven by Reldon Norsworthy.
cle came to rest on its side, pinnhonor. "This degree and
day night's banquet. The other
southbound on Kentucky 121 at
near Murray yesterday have left
Davis reports the James vehicle
ing James inside.
recognition is really part of my
was Robert G. Burton, a 1962 two people hospitalized today
the Clarks River Bridge when he
bounced off the Norsworthy
Members of the Murray Fire
life. Murray State has always
MSU grad who is now president
apparently locked his brakes
and three others treated and
vehicle and skidded sideways
Department responded with the
been part of my life."
of ABC Publishing, a division of
when he saw two vehicles crossreleased from the local hospital.
across the road striking the correscue vehicle and utilized jawsing the railroad tracks at a slow
An accident at the intersection
ner of the- bridge. The vehicle
of-life equipment to free James
rate of speed.
of Kentucky 84 and Johnny.
then crossed the railroad tracks -from
the wreckage.
James reportedly was unable
Robertson Road at-4:25 p.m.
and struck the base of the
Norsworthy was not injured in
to stop and struck a vehicle
resulted in the hospitalization of
railroad crossing sign. The vehithe mishap.
Bobby D. Locke, 53, Route 1, according to Kentucky State
Police Trooper Dale Parker.
Locke's 1981 Mazda pickup
truck was struck by a van driven
by Janet A. Farmer, 34, 2117
Brookhaven, Parker said.
According to the report,
Farmer was southbound on
Johnny Robertson Road while
Locke was eastbound on 94.
Farmer stated she did not see
the Locke vehicle and reportedly pulled into its path. - Farmer and a passenger in
the van, seven-year-old Steven
S. Farmer, also ol 2117
Brookhaven,sustained minor injuries and were treated and
rgleased at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Locke is listed in satisfactory
condition-. - CALLOW AT HAS MATH WINNERS - Three Calloway Couniy
Parker also investigated an
High School students were among these placing in the algebra
II
accident on Kentucky 121, onedivision at the Murray State University Regional Math
Tournahalf mile north of Murray at 5:18
CONGRESSMAN VISITS ment, Those winning awards were from (left) Traci
Brown,
First District Congressman Carp.m.
third. Jon Driver, fourth, and James Daniels, fifth.
roll Hubbard discussed governA vehicle driven by Eleanor
D. Kodman, 58, 1503 Glendale,
ment issues at the Calloway
County Courthouse Monday
was reportedly struck in the
afternoon. (Right photo)
rear by a vehicle driven- by
Retired member of the National
William L. Patton, Goodlettsville, Tenn.
Association of Letter Carriers,
George Hargrove, (center) and
Both drivers were southbound
his wife, Dorothy, thanked Hubon Kentucky 121. Kodman was
bard for his continued support of
reportedly slowing down for a
just not aware of it."
(('ont'd from page 1)
the N.A.L.C. Those meeting with
vehicle in front of her to turn left
Regardless of whether state
committee have met with
Hubbard included several
when she was struck, Parker
funding can be procured, the
tourism cabinet officials, and
citizens and elected officials.
steering committee is planning' said.
are trying to set up a meeting
(Top photo, standing from left)
The Kodman vehicle was
to pursue a nationwide camwith Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
June Banks, Marvin Harris,
knocked from the road and she
paign for funding. About $2.4
Combs said Collins may have
Max Parker, Charles Hale,
was taken to Murray-Calloway
million is needed to renovate the
money in her budget for it. I'm
Dorothy Hargrove, George
County Hospital where she was
old lab.school on MSU's campus
Hargrove, Dwain McIntosh,
treated and released.
Into a museum. According to a
Z.C. Enix, Jo %keaks, Sue
Murray Police Officer Darrell
display set up at the Chamber
Outland (seated from left) HubDavis responded to an accident
dinner, fund-raising is due to
bard, Holmes Ellis, Mrs. Carroll
at 5 p.m. on Kentucky 121 South
begin this-summer, with the goal
Hubbard and George Weeks.
which has left Bert W. James,
of starting construction in
42, Route 8, is stable condition at
November and opening in
the_local hOSpital
mid-1985„
/1111e1FOT-the-ftnia-tcritirc.eali-W'asut:',-Suetriuts been the case in'
At a recent meeting with BSA
invidividual recipient agencies, Hopkinsville, he added.
executives in Dallas, steering
The key to a local United
based on their requests.
committee members received
Way's success would be whether
The willingness of potential
encouragement to pursue a narecipients to participate is as large private and public
tional fund-raiser. BSA officials
(Cont'd from page 1)
important
as the interest of employers would be willing to
hired, Brock said. An energetic
offered their support, and the
potential
donors.
Potential reci- implement a payroll deduction.
of
the
opinion
part-time person, whether paid
that if they can
committee is considering
A successful United Way derives
pients
could
include
the
write one check to the united
employing a fund-raising firm
unpaid, could handle the task,
half or more of its funds from
American
Cancer
Society,
the
fund,
then say, 'We've given to
at least at first, he said.
that recently raised $53 million
deductions, figures show.
Boy Scouts, Headstart, the
United Way,' it will be much
Before a local United Way
for BSA's "Campaign for
Zea said that payroll deducLeague
of
Women
Voters,
better."
could get off the ground,
Character."
tions
allow individuals to make
Needline,
Senior
Citizens,
and
The Chamber's Board of
however, individuals would
A private search is underway
contributions when they might
4-H,
among
several
others.
Directors has endorsed the idea,
have to volunteer to serve on a
for a national fund-drive chairnot otherwise be approached by
These agencies would not rely
and the Inter-Agency Conboard of directors. The board
man, which Easley said will be
Wendell Combs
a given service agency. Pledge
solely
on
United
Way
for
funference, comprising different
would incorporate the organizanecessary for a successful
cards allow individuals to
ding, Brock explained. They
social- service agencies, has
tion and draw up by-laws.
effort.
designate where they would
would
submit
yearly
audits
to
discussed the concept for years.
"We need a board of
"If we had that person tonight,
prefer their contributions to go.
United Way.
Surveys are now being sent to
disinterested citizens, in the
and a little boost from the state,
"If we're going to support
The
presence
of
a
United
Way
businesses and institutions asksense that they don't have a
we'd be on our way to having
can allow smaller service agenlocal agencies, everyone that
ing
if
they
favorite
would
be
willing
agency
to
that they're
that museum here." wants to ought to have an opporcies to develop and fill cornmake payroll deductions, what
there to bat for," Brock said.
A national fund drive would
tunity to support them," Zea
munity needs that are not othertheir
The
employees
board
'
response
would decide how
might
benefit Murray by spreading the
said.
wise being met, Brock pointed
Murray High School Principal
be, and what kinds of contribucommunity's name throughout
Bill Wells has announced that a
tions
they
currently
make.
the country, pointed out Max
representative from the United
Potential recipients are also beHurt. Such name recognition
States Department of Education
ing surveyed:- - --"will be worth more than all the
Secondary School Recognition
A local United Way would not
Chamber of Commerce budget
Program is visiting the school
The Murray branch of Home
operates a branch office in Murhave to be affiliated with the naFederal customers will likely
could buy in newspaper and
today and tomorrow.
Federal Savings and Loan
ray at 1300 Johnson Blvd.
tional organization, Brock
notice no change in services.
media advertising," he said.
Richard Long, an internaAssociation of Paducah, located
Dave Severns of the local
pointed out. The United Way
Other branches involved in the
guests saw a slide
tional reading expert from
at 1201 Main St., is one of several
Home Federal branch says all
name can be used for a nontransaction include those in
show on the proposed museum,
Washington, D.C. will tour the
west Kentucky branches to be
seven local Home Federal
affiliated organization. The
Paducah, La Center and
which would feature exhibits in
building, observe classes and
sold to Lincoln Federal Savings
employees will remain with LinMayfield United Way, for inHickman.
the old gymnasium of the
talk with students, -faculty and
and Loan Asyrociation of
coln Federal. He reports no imstance, is not a member of the
Lincoln Federal has assets of
50,000-square-foot building, a
parents. _
Louisville.
mediate plans to consolidate the
national group. Paducah and
$510 million, making it the
360-degree multi-media theater,
No media coverage is being
Officials from both savings
two branches into one facility
Hopkinsville have nationally affourth largest savings and loan
and an exterior activities area.
allowed during Long's visit but
and loan institutions announced
but adds that may be a future
filiated United Ways.
in Kentucky. Home Federal's
The museum would feature 54
he has consented to a 1:15 p.m.
the decision yesterday in
possibility.
Neither would a full-time exassets are $130 million, the
paintings by Norman Rockwell.
news conference Wednesday.
Paducah. Lincoln Federal also
He also says that Home
ecutive director have to be
state's 17th largest.

Several injured in Monday accidents

Chamber annual dinner...

nited Way plans...

Murray High
visit today

Home Federal branch to be sold

Tipsters report missing children after special
TALLAHASSEE. Fla.(AP)Hundreds of tipsters phoned in
reports about missing children
today after the rebroadcast of
the TV movie "Adam" about the
abduction and slaying of Adam
Walsh, and officials said five
youngsters may have been
located.
Gov. Bob Graham and the
mother of the slain 6-year-old
were among those fielding calls
to a nationwide toll-free number
shown during the NBC
dramatization Monday night.

"It's pretty incredible," said
"Adam" producer Linda Otto.
-When the number appeared on
the air, before 10 seconds were
up, 40 phones rang. It looks like
we have definite locations of five
children."
Denny Abbott, executive
director of the Adam Walsh,
Resource Center in Fort Lauderdale, said 670 calls had been
made to the toll-free line within
two hours after the movie ended
at 11 p.m. EDT..There were 340
possible sightings reported.

"The amazing thing was when
the movie ended and the 800
number went on the screen, all
40 lines lit up at one time and it
stayed like that for about an
hour and a half," Abbott said
An estimated 10,000 calls are
expected during the next several
months, said Fred Schneyer,
spokesman for the state lawenforcement agency that supervised the telephone bank
The Florida Department of
Law Enforcement and the
Walsh resource center operated

•41,••

the telephone bank from the
department's headquarters
near the state Capitol
If staffers answering the
telephones decided the calls
deserved itotion. the child's
name and address was entered
dint.° the National Crime Information Center Computer. The two-hour movie was 'Jaded on the kidnapping and
murder of Adam and the efforts
of parents John and Reve Walsh
to form a nationwide police link

•

....co=ano.. •

for clues to the whereabouts or
missing children.
Adam was snatched from a
sidewalk outside the Hollywood
(Fla.) Mall on July 27, 1981.
Fishermen found his severed
head two weeks later, but his
body was never recovered.
In October, police in
Hollywood said drifter Ottis
Elwood Toole had confessed to
killing the boy, but Toole later
recanted his statements and
hasn't beeh charged in the case.
Pictures of 49 missing

children were shown at the end
of the show along with the tollfree number: 1-800-342-0821.
An estimated 1.8 million
children are reported missing
nationwide each year, U.fik: Sen.
Paula Hawkins, R-Fla., said at a
Tallahassee news conference
Monday.
When the program was
originally televised Oct. 10, the
organization Child Find, of New
Paltz, N.Y., handled telephone
tips that led to the recovery of 15
children, Mrs. Hawkins said.
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It doesn't take a motorist many trips through
the north part of town to quicky realize the
desperate need for an access bridge connecting.
the Central Shopping Center with the Chestnut
Hills Center.
As the population of Murray, the number of
businesses, and the amount of tourists visiting
the city has constantly increased, so has the
amount of traffic in this area continued to
multiply.
A means of travel between these two nuclei
that will allow residents access to either of the
centers without interuption of heavily flowing
traffic on US 641 is a must.
Repeatedly, accidents have been avoided only
by the slightest of margins.
Time and time again, vehicles dart in-and-out
In front of motorist on 641 only to turn back in at
the next enterance to one of the centers.
What type of serious accident will it take to
finally open the eyes of those responsible for the
construction of such a facility?
Studies on the placement of a span have
already be made. Talks with the owners of the
property have likewise been held. Still the
residents of Murray — as well as those from surrounding counties who sho_p_ th.esc stores — are
being cheated out of an extremely serious safety
deterrent.
The time has come for something to finally be
done to assure that a bridge will be erected and
the continuous jeoprady placed on motorist
traveling 641 called to a hault.
As serious as the situation is now, the forthcoming construction of four-laning through
this area (scheduled to last quite some time) will
only make things worse.
At today's standards, the estimated cost of the
project is said to be minimal. Let's gets on the
ball and protect the people — not our pocketbooks. Let's not wait for fatalities to open our
eyes.
A bricige. OPtWe.en the two Centers is a must.

The Republic
of illegal aliens
House Speaker Tip O'Neill has hinted he would
like to be named ambassador to Ireland after he
retires.
If his role in the immigration issue continues,
he should be appointed ambassador plenipotentiary to the Republic of Illegal Aliens.
More than any other politician in Washington.
O'Neill is responsible for the flow of illegal aliens
• into this country, at record-breaking numbers, in
the past year.
Why? Because O'Neill halted immigration
reform in 1982, by preventing the Simpson-Mazzoli
bill from reaching the floor of the House of
Representatives until too late in the session for
final action, despite evidence that a majority supported it.
Illegal immigration has increased every month
AMC.g4.141A1411g_1104.tpward_trend_in-1983_,thc____.
biggest year of illegal immigration in U.S. history.
We don't know how many people cross the border,
only those that the Border Patrol catches.
O'Neill publicly repented his action, promising
to bring the bill up this year. But recently, when
it was about to go before the Rules Committee —
the final step before floor action — O'Neill ordered
it taken off the docket.
The Washington rumor mill has varied accounts
of what happened. Some say the Hispanic lobby
got O'Neill to do it, raising the specter of
discrimination against Hispanics. Others say it
was big labor, raising the specter of guest farm
workprs taking American jobs. A not
unreasonable guess is that O'Neill fears fratricidal
fighting between Democrats, raising the specter
of a loss of Hispanic votes in the November
election.
There are so many specters in the speaker's
mind, he has become blind to the human waves
of illegal aliens violating our border, blind to the
millions of exploited workers living in fear of
deportation, blind to the nation of illegal aliens living within our country.
The Hispanics, the labor unions, the farmers
and other interest groups have legitimate concerns about immigration.
But the needs of the American people are paramount: to halt illegal immigration, gain control
of our borders and begin to bring the existing
population of illegal aliens into the mainstream
of our country.
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A worship service in this little church
of 123 'ear's old was a rich experience
When away from home, we often
have found it an interesting ex-perience on Sundays to attend a
strange church.
Once, many year ago, we stopped at a little, rural South Carolina
church, being directed to it by a
small sign on the side of the
highway. We had been on vacation
at Myrtle Beach, and were on our
way home,at that time in St. Louis.
It turned out we were its only
visitors. The folks in the small congregation couldn't have made us
more welcome.
When we told them we were from
St. Louis, they looked upon that as
• being "way out west." It wouldn't
have surprised me if they thought
we should have been dressed like
Indians.
Just the opposite is the church we
attend when in Panama City, Fla.,
on vacation. It has about twice as
many visitors at a Sunday service
as there seem to be members. At
one such service, there were 76 who
stood up as visitors.
• • •
I don't think, though, that we
have ever been to a more interesting church than the one in
which we were this past Sunday
morning.
We were visiting some former
neighbors in their new lakeside
home some 55 miles west of St.
Louis. Believe' me, it's out in the
country. I'll have to tell you at
'another time the story of their
home and how it was built.
But back to church_Sunclay. Built
123 years ago, it was one of those
little country churches with the
high cross-topped steeples like you
find on New England calendars.
It was atop a hill about half-amile off the road, although you
could see its steeple long before
you got to its turnoff. —
It is known as St. John's United
Church of Christ, an evangelical
congregation in the little German
farming community of Cappeln.
Next door is its manse, where its

personable and youthful pastor, the
Rev. Devin R. Jones, and his wife
live. He has been its pastor for 10
years, although he doesn't look at
all his 34 years. He also pastors one
other Church not far away.
Nearby is the church's cemetery.
You don't have to be an authority
on tombstones to tell that some
have been there well over a
century.
On another side of the church is
their fellowship hall. There they
gather for socials, dinners and the
like. " Offe -other small building,
which I'assumed to be a combination garage and equipment
building, completes the little
.complex.
• • •
I don't believe the sanctuary,
built in 1861, could have seated
more than 75 people. There was
real togetherness, as, to the
pastor's expresed surprise, the
place was about full. He hadolex:._
pected so many on "the Sunday
after Easter."
One reason many had come,
despite a hard downpour just as the
bell was ringing, was the recogni- tion of the 50-year confirmation
class. There -were nine of them.
They had been confirmed on that
very day half-a-century ago — on
April 29, 1934.
A group picture of them at that
time, along with one showing them
as they appear today, was
displayed in the vestibule,
It is remarkable that all are livEng after all these years. All. ex,.
cept one, were present, seated in
two front pews reserved for them.
The missing one, a lady. Lucille
Brakensiek Kidd, was in Australia
visiting a daughter. A letter from
her was read, expressing her
regrets and sharing some of her
memories of their confirmation
day. Her Australian trip arrangements had been made long
before the reunion plans.
In the years before their confirmation, the pastor noted, the

letter to the editor

church had three sermons a month the grounds
in German and one in English. This
Everyone was encouraged to
changed the year they were con- - wear work clothes when they came
firmed. For years after that, there - 'to church next Sunday. They also
were three sermons in English and were asked to bring a covered dish
one in German. Today, all are for dinner on the grounds after the
preached in English.
service and before they went to
As their names were called, each work. Many smilingly nodded as
,stood and faced the congregation. this was emphasized. Apparently,
Note the German names — Leona they look forward to and
enjoy this
Niederjohn Becker, Wilbert fellowship.
Becker, Emily Stratmann Braken• • •
siek, Edmund Linnenbringer,
After a couple of familiar old
Hadley Linnenbringer, Annie hymns — "The Church's One FounSchemmer Minning, Melinda dation" and "I Love to Tell the
Brakensiek Pauk and Herman Story" —the young minister
Schemmer.
delivered this 15-minute sermon.
His text, taken from the 10th
• • ••
Chapter of Matthew, verses 29
Then the exuberant, young, through 33 and from 39 through 42,
white-robed pastor — who remindwas, "Who loses his life shall find
ed me a lot of Capt. David Carr of it!
Murray and Fort Knox and formerIt was well prepared and
ly with the Murray State ROTC
beautifully delivered despite a conDepartment — ran through several
tinuous disturbance generated by
announcements-of-interest-to hts-- -- twcr-noisy tittle' fellows- comtantly
people.
at each other's throat on a back
There was to be a senior citizens'
pew. The adults with them paid
dinner in the Catholic Hall at nearthem no mind, as if disclaiming
by-New Melte at 12 noon that day.
even the most remote relationship
He also reminded them of the
to either.
crafts fair, flea market and bake
I thoroughly enjoyed that sersale going on until 4 p.m. that day
vice. I will long remember it.
in the New Melte Community Club
And, as we left, I couldn't help
Building.
but feel that they have something
'Then he gently admonished the
real special at that little church
ladies that the coming Wednesday
way out there in the peacefulness
(tomorrow) was a "work day- to
of the Missouri countryside.
get ready for "May Fellowship." It
is scheduled for this coming
Friday.
is-an annual-event of note in
the denomination's year. This
Ten years ago
year, the St. John's ladies are
Pam Cunningham of the
hosting it. Women from the surCalloway County High School
rounding churches are to be their
Chapter of the Future Business
guests. He wanted the place to look
Leaders of America won first place
nice. He hoped a big bunch of them
in junior-clerk typist event at State
would be on hand at9 a.m. ready to.
FBLA Conference in Louisville.
go to work.
She will compete in national conNext Sunday is their annual
ference in San Francisco June
"work day" for the entire con14-16.
gregation, that time of year when
Tammy Melton, daughter of Mr.
everyone pitches in to spruce up
and Mrs. Dwane Melton and stuthe church, the other buildings and
dent at Murray Middle School,
made the highest grade on the
American History Test given by
the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of the Daughters of American
Revolution. Second place went to
John Brinkley III, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Brinkley, Jr., and student at New Concord. Third place
went to Carla Roach, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy White and
student at Hazel.
Officers of the Calloway County
Homemakers Club Council are
Mrs,.
-N.P-.Cavitt and Mrs. Gary Key.
Twenty years ago
Clegg Austin, M.D.. HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Inc., has been
elected a Fellow of American
Academy of Pediatrics.
Pamela Susan Duncan, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Duncan
and student at Faxon School, made
the highest grade on the American
History Test given by the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of American Revolution. Second place went to Barbara
Holsapple, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Mason Holsappie and student
at Lynn Grove. . . ,
Vernon Shaw Stubblefield. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield,
Jr.. and senior at Murray State
University, has received a grant of
$2,200 to study organic chemistry
at the University of Kentucky.
Charles E. Hale. county tax commissioner, said the Calloway County tax books will remain open for
inspection until May 8 in his office
at the courthouse.
Thirty years ago
Winners of the Essay Contest on
"Independence Hall" by the Murray Woman's Club were Elsie
Love, first, and Carolyn Wallis. seting, and you should be ashamed of
cond, Eighth Grade, Lochie Bell
using canned editorials from news
Overbey, fizst, and Stephen
services when there are local
Sanders, second, Seventh Grade,
issues that need to be addressed.
Murray High School.
The "Ledger" should care more
Miss Ruth E. Cole has been apabout journalism and writing and
pointed director of nursing educeless about remaining unoffensive
to advertisers and readers Hey._ _ tiOn at Murray State College.
A.B. Austin was master of
we're grownups out here.
ceremonies at the Ladies Night
Darned if sour grapes aren't tasmeeting of the Murray Rotary Club
ty things
at the Murray Woman's Club
Kent Forrester
House
806 Sha Wa
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-6625

looking back

Feelings expressed over column
To The Editor:
Your letter "terminating" my
services as a movie reviewer inspires me to sum up my experiences and say goodbye to my
readers.
First, I always enjoyed writing
the reviews, and I usually received
a little jolt of pleasure when I saw
them in print. Thank you for giving
me the opportunity.
I hope you'll allow me to publicly
thank Tommy Brown, one of the
owners of the Murray theaters. He
helped support my reviews with
free tickets these past three years,
and never once did he say, "Kent,
can't you be a little more gentle on
the bad pictures." My relationship
with Tommy has been one of the
really pleasant benefits of my job.
Thanks Tommy.
There was a down side to the job
as well. For one thing, I was consistently disappointed by the
"Ledger's" careless retyping of
my reviews. Occasionally as many
as eight or nffie typos would show
up in a single review. I was embarrassed when my "coarse" showed
up as "course." my str'colons

showed up as commas, my
possessive apostrophes showed up
as nothing at all. You should have
been as embarrassed as I was.
Indeed, I got the impression that
you took about as much care with
my reviews as you did with the
empty news service-Allem— "The
Importance of Carburetors" and
the like — that you daily cut out
and paste up.
While I'm here, I should say that
I wish the "Ledger" well. It's the
only paper my family takes. At the
same time, I wish you weren't
quite so timid in your local repor-

&RAIFFnil:

Students voice concerns.
(Editor's note: Followingthe recent announcement of changes in
personnel within the Calloway
County school sytem. we have
received several letters from
students wishing to express their
concern over the moves
Because of space limitations, we
are unable to print each of the letters from . the students
In essence, each of the students4.-

• said . the same thing — they will
miss the principal at their
facilities.
'•-•••••-•
.4 mong those. tile have recelved
• letters from have included: Regina
KimOro, 6th grade; Mike Rued°.
.6th grade; and Tabitha DeVries.
We regret that we are not able to
print all the lettefs or names of the
students foruarding their
concerns.)
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Hutson and Smith wedding will
be solemnized, church, May 12
Plans have been completed by Miss Cyndi
Hutson and Alan Smith
for their wedding on
Saturday, May 12, at 2
p.m. in the chapel of the
First Chilstian Church.
The bride-elect is the
daughter of Mrs. Dan
Bailey of Murray and
the late James C. Hutscin. The groom-elect is
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Wayne Smith
of Murray.
John Dale will officiate at the wedding.
Mrs. Angela Manning

Fuqua. pianist, will present a 'program of
music.
Mrs. Freddie Jones
will be ttie maid of
honor. The bridesmaid
will be Miss Pamela
Hutson, sister of the
bride-elect. '

Ushers will be Dan
Bailey and Cullen
Moody.
The bride-elect will be
given in marriage by
her brother, Marty
Hutson.
A reception will follow
the ceremony in the
fellowship hall of the
church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the
wedding and the
reception.

Christy Cook,- cousin
of the bride-elect, will
be the flower girl.
Kehneth Smith,father
of the groom-elect, will
serve as best man. Mike
Wilson will be
groomsman.

USE NEW 'ANNIE' - Two first aid squad members from Fisher Price
Toys cheek their technique and performance on the new recording for
-Resusci-Annie" of the Calloway County Chapter of the American Red
Cross. The MurrayRotary Club and the Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club each gave $200 toward the new 'annie' to be used in the CPR
and'other classes by the Red Cross. This is just one of the services of the Red
Cross. Others include water safety, disaster workshop, family fires,
military messages which included 14 from Jan. 1 to April 3, assistance to
veterans, their widows and dependents, free blood pressure checks, etc.

Garden Department takes tour to Empire
Farm: new officers elected for coming year
KAPPA SPEAKER - Bennie rixif of the
Safety. Engineering and Health Department of
Murray State University talked about "Earthquakes" at the April meeting of the Kappa
Depariftient of the Murray Woman's Club. Martha Andrus and Freda Steely are co-chairmen of
the department. Hostesses were Alice Rouse,
Paula Compton, Janet Ward and Carolyn Colson,

P4,11kIs
Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY $ 149
With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
'Ina tat, I eat flits well at

_

home for this p,ce

Thursday, April 5. Janet farm.
Wallis was program
Samples of the
chairman.
dehydrated fruits were
A special program on tested by the women.
Food Dehydration" The procedure and prowas presented at the cess was explained in
detail. A homemade
cardboard box, lined in
aluminum foil, heated
'by a Tight birth; was the
The wedding of Miss
experimental
Debra" Dawn Eads and
dehydrator used..
Recipes for dips were Ronald Keith Ray will
The local unit of the Church Women United will
shared with the group be solemnized on Friobserve May Fellowship Day at 10 a.m. on Friand copies of "how to day, May 4.
day, May 4, at the First United Methodist
The bride-elect is the
build your own food
Church, Maple and South Sixth Streets.
dehydrator" were given daughter of Mr. and
Scripture readings and a hymn,"Alabemo$ al
Mrs. James W. Eads of
to each member.
Senor" (Let us Praise the Lord) have been
The members visited Benton. She is a grandprepared by Spanish speaking women related to
the solar green house, daughter of Mr. and
Church Women United. "The Family - A Porlooked at hand made Mrs. J.O. Eads and of
trait of Change" will be the theme.
woven rugs and saw the John S. Sapp.
Ftancisco-Inbson, a Murray State University
The groom-elect is the
new baby chicks.
student who was born in Spain and came to this
'Following a lunch at son of Mr. and Mrs.
country nine years agcovill be the main speaker.
Patty's at Grand Ronald W. Ray of
'CWU -members hope that this May
Rivers, the chairman, 'Mayfield. t-le is a grand- Fellowship Day will bring a new appreciation for
Rosanna Miller, con- son of Mr. and Mrs.
the family - that the family can be a place of
ducted the business Ralph W. Ray and of\
warmth and love,overcoming obstacles and able
meeting. Dortha Jones
to be the 'holy vessel' of God's love which it was
gave the thought for the
created to be," said Mrs. Lowell King, president
day.
of CWU.
Joan Whayne, Myrtle
The worship Service will close with the hymn,
Douglas and Jane Lane
"In Christ There Is No East or West." A potluck
NEV YORK (AP) gave repots.
luncheon will follow in the social hall of the
Elected ' as new of- Oversized, mannish
church. The public is invited.
ficers were Mrs. Miller, shapes in women's
chairman; Mrs. Wallis, fashions may be the
first vice; Faye McCon- rage for fall, but some
nell, second vice; Anna designers have had
Mae Owen, secretary; enough of it. They're
Jane Lane, treasurer; sticking to clothes that
Modelle Miller, are strictly feminine.
It's a welcome
chaplain.
The department will change. There's no
have its last meeting of reason to hide in a manthe year on Thursday, tailored greatcoat if you
May 3, at noon. A salad prefer to show off your
luncheon will be served figure.
Big names like Calvin
and a garden tour is
planned by Zula Sykes, Klein, Halston and
Perry Ellis will be
program chairman.
HostesseS - will be heard from this week.
..,But.thergare_some Im,
u-v-a---A-1s au-d-e
Geneva Ferguson, Joan portant highlights from
Whayne,, Faye McCon- those who unveiled their
nell, Helen Hodges and fall and winter lines last
week.
Mary Crutchfield.

Members of the
Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's
Club made afield trip to
the Empire Farm, Land
Between the Lakes, on

Debra Dawn Eads and Keith Ray
wilL he married Friday _at church

Church Women plan
Fellowship program

matron of honor.
Bridesmaids will be
Penny Wade and Kathy
Lee, both of Mayfield.
Best man will be Todd
Smith.- Brad Miller of
Murray, cousin, of the
Mitgroom-elect, an
chell Patterson will be
the groomsmen.
Ushers will be Joey
.An ensemble from the Rogers and Tony Potts.
David Lipscomb ColA reception will follow
lege, Nashville, Tenn., in the fellowship of the
will present the music. , church.
-AIT-frierids e.nd
Mrs. Christine L.
Riley, sister of the relatives are invited to
bride-elect, will be the attend.
Mrs.- Shirley Greenfield
Hurt and the late Luther
H. Greenfield, all of
Murray.
Barry Poyner will officiate at the ceremony
to be read at 6:30 p.m. at
the Seventh and College
Church of Christ,
Mayfield.

Some clothes designers this year featuring
clothes. that are strictiv feminine in shows _

Be Ready When
Spring Fever Hits!

Open a charge account at Littleton's,the
• Happy Yellow Store. Take up to 6
months to pay on our budget account.
Pick up your credit application today!
For more information, Call 753-4623

„ 1.741f

There are Anne
Klein's mannish clutch
overcoats, and
Blassport's giant checks
are real head-turners.
Mrs. H. Winter, on the
other hand, likes
ladylike dressing. And
Adele Simpson has a
nubby plum coat with
camel sleeve and lapel
insets that is a
knockout.
Designers like Willi
Smith are going streeturchin baggy for fall.
Others, like Bill Blass,
have fun with the mannish lbok, while Mollie
Parole-and- Miss-Sin+.
son, • favorites of the
over-30 set, are staying
clear of menswear
: Bold

-00c
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Air
M 144

giNeetreaddote.,

Bel Air Center

753-1795

20% Off

celor corriblirefithie,
+mixed patterns, corn• plicated cuts and exaggerated shapes. Nubby
flecked ribbed sweaters .
with drop shoulders and
long sleeves nicely
teamed with tweed circle skirts and slim skirts
with front and back double pleats. Bag-lady
vests and jumpsuits offered as well as set of
dreadful sheared, longhair rabbit coats in
lavender, pink and
vanilla.
ADELE SIMPSON:
Houndstooth skirts,
suits, -dresses, alongwith beautiful plaids,
especially in forest
green and red with matching cardigan and
scarf. Snappy long
jacket in bright green
and black windowpane
-plaid with reverse
lapels. .A deep purple
long gown with back
closure studded with
black buttons.
Smashing big coats,
especially the nubby
plum with camel raglan
inset Sleeves and lapels.
.,•• MOLLIE PARNIS:
Unimaginative daYwear
in little wool jersey
dresses that sought to be
different with dropped
waists but succeeded
only in being drab. Bet(Cont'd on page 5)

Thru Saturday May 5th
The Youth Center Has The Largest
Selection Of Children's Quality Clothing
In The Area. We Carry Sizes For Infants
And Toddlers, Boys Sizes 4-20
.
Girls 4-14 And Pre-Teens

Come in and pick up your copy of
the Spring-Summer Catalog featuring
sale priced sportswear and dresses
in both missy and junior sizes.

Save 20% Now On
Famous Brand Names Such As:
Quiltex
Carter
Health-Tex
Calvin Klein
Chic

Check and see for yourself —
Littletiin's prices really are the best in town.
5

zer:

Open 9:30-5:00 Mon.-Sat.

Sedgefield
Lee
Kaynee
Levi
Farah
Ocean Pacific
Walls
lzod
Duck
Head
Polo
And Many More

control corotw 753-3311
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Rainey 96
2)ay
Tuesday, May 1
Murray Toastmasters
will meet at 6:59 p.m. at
Western Sizzlin
Restaurant. For information call 759-9926.
---Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a salad supper
at 6:30 p.m. at club
house,_
---Alcoh •olics
Anonymous will meet in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition Center at 8 p.m.

Wednesday, May 2
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
---Mission groups at
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.
---Flint Baptist Church
mission groups are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.
---Ladies golf will start
with a shotgun tee-off at
9:30 a.m. at Murray
Country Club.

Murray Moose Lodge
will meet at 8 p.m. with
officers to meet at 7
p.m.
---Murray Chapter of
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.n.
'.
For, information call
762-2504, 753-4126,
753-8987 or 762-2667.
---Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
---Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hal.

Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Sheep Shearing
from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at Empire Farm.
--Ladies bridge with
Musa Read as hostess
will be at 9:30 a.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
---Kick Off Coffee for
lady golfers will be at
8:45 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
---Women of the Moose
of Murray Lodge will
meet at 8 p.m. with officers to meet at 7 p.m-.
- -Events at First
Presbyterian Church
will include Choir and
Youth Group, both at.
6:30 p.m.

Murray Optinist Club
will meet at 6:JO p.m. at
.Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
-- —
Southwest Calloway
PTC will hay* a skating
party from 6.o 8 p.m. at
Roller Slating of
Murray.
Calloway
Homemakers will have
Internationtl Day Progra'a a will* Calki -erbss-as speaker at 6:30 p.m.
al Sirloin !tockade,
- -Mot he -Daughter
Banquet potluck) will
be at 6:3(p.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.
- _
Bea Vilker Group of
First B:ptist Church
Women rill meet with
Mary Sipley at 7:30
p.m.
- --Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will hse ladies night
out.

'er

He tried to find
the switch to click
But just the bug
knew the trick.
• • •
The Reason
by Ravine Boggess
Do you know why
It rained today?
It came about
in just this way
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Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
---Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30_ .p.m.-at Commerce Centre.
---Senior Citizens - activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Anita Lawson, author,
will be at Pogue Library
at Murray State University from 4 to 5 p.m.
---Community Theatre
will present "Henry IV,
Part I" at 8 p.m. at
Playhouse in the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton. For information
call 753-0861, 762-3399,
753-7764, 753-5094 or
753-7663.
---Special Lodge Enrollment will be at 8 p.m. at
Murray Moose Lodge.
---Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.

The baby cloud
was out to play
Forgot its mama
and ran away

2-6k

So lost in the sky
it cried you see-That is the reason
It seems to me.

Tennis play Thursday

Lindi Gray on honor list

Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Thursday, May 3, at 9:30 a.m. at
the club. The lineup will be as follows: Court One
- Sue Overbey, Rainey Apperson, Georgianna
Moffitt and Peggy Billington; Court Two - Joni
Billington, Andrea Hogancamp, Judy Carroll
and Patsy Oakley; Court Three - Shirley
Homra, Shelia Farmer, Brenda Marquardt and
Emmy Edwards; Court Four - Sharon Wells,
Gayle Foster, Carol Boaz and Jana Hughes.

Lindi L. Gray of 1200 Crestwood Place, Murray, has qualified for the president's and deans'
honor rolls for the 1983 fall semester at Texas
Tech University. Lubbock, Texas.

A special two-day course tilled "Introduction
to Mcrocomputer Business Applications" will be
offered on May 10 and 11 at Murray State University. To be held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day in
the Microcomputer Center in Room 205 of the
Business Building, interested persons should
contact Dr. Rex F. Galloway at Murray State
University, phone 762-6970, by Friday, May 4.

Tennis play Wednesdav
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Wednesday, May 2, at 9 a.m. at the
club. The lineup will be-as follows: Court One Kathy Kopperud, Dianne Buckingham, Kay Ray
and Gayle Foster; Court Two - Vickie Jones,
Martha Andrus, Emily Miller and Marilyn GerMEUU1; Court Three - Cecilia Brock, Annette
Alexander, Cathy Mattis and Alice Rouse; Court
tour - Cindy Dunn, Carol Weller, Vicky Holton
and Ann Uddherg. In case Of rain play will be
cancelled.

.1g
aliness Place
1104 Story
753-4567

Pageant will be Mar 19

We're happy to
announce
that
Carol Spann, brideelect of Kenny
Bogard,
has
selected
her
_ decorating
accressories from our
gallery of gifts.
Carol and Kenny
will be married
June 2.

The 11th annual Mr. and Miss Tri-State
Pageant will be Saturday, May 19, at
the
Caldwell County Middle School Auditori
um,
Princeton. There will be three categories:
beauty, talent and photogenic with each one to
enter
one or all evens. The competition will have
six
age groups for girls, 0 to 21, and three
divisions
for boys,0 to 10. Large trophies will be
awarded
in all events and tiaras for the beauty, talent
and
beginner "Princess" divisions. The overall winner will receive a savings bond. Registrat
ion is
at 1:30 p.m. with competition to begin at 2 p.m.
For information cOntact Debbrah Hooks,
Rt. 2,
Eddyville, Ky., 42038, or phone 1-545-3263.

DOES THE

Tremblay given 'award
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J.P. Nesbittit is iv
delighted that Paula
Warren, bride-elect of
John Cathey, has made
selections from our unique variety of. of
decorating accessories:Paula and John will be (....,
Centermarr4d Jule 18:
v
759-4588
Dixieland
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Furches
Jewelers
/13 S. 4th
753-2835

DIET CENTER

REALLY WORK?

Richard Tremblay, son of Mrs. Sharon
Tremblay, Fox Meadows, Murray, has reeeived
an award by the ROTC at the Arnold Air Society
Banquet at the University of Kentucky, Lexington. Tremblay received-the Louis K. Lancaster award which is given to the outstanding
member in the UK chapter. Tremblay, a juniorat UK majoring in computer science, is a 1981
graduate of Farmington High School.

Just Ask Bessie Harrison r
On Oct. 20, 1983 Bessie came into Diet
center after years of trying (and failing)
to diet on her own. She's firmly convinced 6 months and 100 lbs. later this is the
last diet she'll will ever be on. Yes, 100
anstslw plans to lose more. She found
the diet to be nutrionally sound and easy
- Ns-drugs-or--shots-involved:Delicious foods and daily counseling from
counselors who,too,- have fought the battle of being overweight.
If you have ever wondered if Diet
Center would work for you, ask Bessie
how it really worked for her.
Call Diet Center today for a free
consulatation.

-en

GlatitasticSair&
the original Family Haircutters
No Appointment Necessary!

Our Accessories Include Earrings,

styles and lots of
sweaters in
cardigans, cable-knits
and turtlenecks. Woodsy , colors of hunter
green, orange-red, and
softer hues of blush,
sage and fawn wonderful for autumn. Evening
collection falls short
with gold lurex sweater
dresses.

Here at Furches
Jewelers we suggest
you .keep the overall
look of your table in
mind when choosing
your patterns. Thin
crystal, for example,
wilt look- more ot- tractive with fine
chino that -has a
dainty hand-painted
pattern, while pottery or earthenware
combines best with
thicker glassware.
Don't choose smallscale flatware if the
rest of your items are
quite large. Qur
goal is to help you
choose patterns that
you will be pleased
to use -now and
forever!

Special course planned

Necklaces, Handbags, Belts
And Many More Gift Items
Shop For Your Mom At

••••• .1

•

.•••••

Corn Austin
Downtown-Murray

MURRAY WHOLESALE
OUTLET

BRING THIS AD

Take advantage of the specials shown below

Branch House of Clothes & Shoes
Olympic Plaza
North Hwy. 641

1;F

SCk\
f-S

Com Yr On

SPECIAL

47V

P

Conroy temse_
15 )10t So
/

1 -Gater ShO WS Works
"A Celebration of Life," survey were as follows:
An exhibition of work by Cindy Galey, McKen1."Against All Odds,"
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
zie, Tenn., senior at Murray State University,
Phil Collins
church.
2."Hello," Lionel will be on display May 4-13 in the Curris Center
Gallery. The exhibition, a requirement for -all
Richie
Thursday, May 3
3."Footloose," Kerry senior art majors, will include black and white
Garden Department
photographs, paintings, original prints, a wood
Loggins
of Murray Woman's
4."Hold Me Now," cabinet and a metal sculpture.
Club will have a salad
Two of Ms. Galey's photographers were
The Thompson Twins
luncheon at noon at the
5."Miss Me Blind," selected for the international juried exhibition,
club house.
"Magic Silver," in January. three photographs
Culture Club
---6."Eat It," Weird Al also were selected for the 1984 Student Art Show
Kentucky Task Force
with one winning the Col. and Mrs. Carroll Guy
Yankovic
on War Against Drugs
7."To All The Girls Merit Award. The gallery, located on ground
and Alcohol will meet at
I've Loved Before," Ig- floor of Curris Center, is open from 8:30 a.m. to 8
7 p.m. at Calloway
p.m., Monday through Friday, and from noon to
lesias & Nelson
Public Library.
8."You Might Think," 8 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays.
---The Cars
Murray Civitan Club
9."Love Somebody,"
is scheduled to meet at 7
Rick Springfield
p.m. at Homep_lace
Corn Austin Has The Special
10."They Don't
Family Restaurant.
Know," Tracey Ullman
Look For That Special Mother

flared skirts. A long
camel coat with standup sleeves and piping
was very smart.
"Winter" red was a bit
washed out and gloomy.
....ANNE KLEIN:
Mannish clutch overcoats, skirts with
English riding styles,
wraps and sarongs;
pants in loose and riding

•

' that made a light.

Thursday, May 3

Cloties designers show styks...
(Cont'dirom page 4)
ter ardhe silk jacquard
dresss for evening,
especilly with back
cowl irape and hip
blousas. Shortie blue
and sWer beaded evening c'ess with tiered
metalc fringe at the
hem.Especially clever
beadd evening jacket
In gist houndstooth.
...EASSPORT: Gold
lane evening
ensenbles cleverly
doneln menswear patterns like houndstooth,
glenplaid and checks.
Updted sweater-girl
look with ribbed cable
knit topping highwaieed full drawstring
trouers or rubbery hot
red parachute pants.
Craberry long-ribbed
turleneck sweater
dres,
..11iRS. H. WINTER:
Tricolor and stripes for
coo and dresses, biat
th4 coats were tffie
knekouts here. Piping
aril edging were the
customary trim. New
cost shapes had droppet waists and hint Of

PAGE 5
- -

DATEBOOK

---Mission Groups of
Salem Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.
Best-selling records of
Youth Club of First the week of April 29 basChristian Church will e d on Cashbox

Wedes-day, May2
Haze and Douglas

Al' I, 1444

lit
11)1)ersvv.

Rovine Boggess spent a great
deal 41 her We in the teaching
profession. As a matter of fact
she taught me all of the states
and their capitals in the fifth
grade in Paducah.
She is retired from teaching
and is now embarking on a new
career - writing.
The following work is just. a
sample of what Rovine is doing
with her interest in children. She
writes stories, poems, easy
reading lessons and draws
children's cartoons.
Doesn't she have a flair???
• • •
Bugs That Light Up
by Ravine Boggess
Ted and I at play
one night
Found some bugs

Community events listed

'111 ESDAV.

Helene Curti6Irm

New Shipment Ladies
Summer Blouses
•
$9.90
Ladies Seafarer Pants. . . $7.90
Dusters
Only $5.00
Ladies Jeans-

I
Helene Curtis perm,a beautifully
manageable perm, is designed
to make straight or lifeless hair
Come alive with new body and
bounce. Get a perm with cut,
shampoo.and styling

Lee, Chic, Gloria Vanderbilt, Calvin Klein.
By George, Dee Cee

From $9.90 up
Bathing SuitsMarked Down '/2 Price
Jersey's & Pullover Shirts
Michel Jackson & Others: .$6.90
Shoes For Men
Bostonian-. .--:-. . .. .
Men's Dingo Boots
$37.95
Leather Belts
1/4 Price
Persoalized
Free
• Ask About Our Alterations

19.50
Vinh Jim Ad
Ong. S27.50

Included)

..PADUCAH

2608 PARK AVE. pi-icire 442-4386._
40PEMMONDAY THRU SATURDAY)

MURRAY,

•

•

OLYMPIC PLAZA - PHONE 753-0542
(OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY)

4

NO APPOONTAIENT NECESSARY!!!
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Land Between the Lakes officials
say pair of eagles establish nest

ERMANS

Ladies' Poly-Cotton

Garan
Label
Collar
Style

*KNIT SHORTS
Jampica Length
Popular Colors

Sites
i-tis-10-20
7 99

49-

•

Short Sleeve
Ladies' Polo-type

MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS

KNIT SHIRTS
Patterns & Strip-es, Jr Sizes S
*REG $17

•REG $15

01-

9 99

SIZES S M LrXt
REG 12 99
Our Price

Men's "Nike" Bruin

LEATHER OXFORDS
SIZES 7 12

$27.

SPECIAL

Genuine

Wildlife biologists at imately eight feet deep
,TVA's Land Between and eight feet wide and
The Lakes (LBL) have Is located in an isolated
confirmed that an adult portion of LBL's south
pair of bald eagles have end.
established a nest in the
Bald eagles were once
Tennessee portion of native to this region, but
LBL.
loss of proper habitat
According to Rick and contamination from
Lowe, supervisor of the pesticides virtually
LBL wildlife section, the eliminated nesting
nest was , discovered populations in the
April 12 by a turkey Southeast. However,
hunter. Biologists have eagles do migrate from
since observed the pair the North and spend
exhibiting incubating winters in the LBL
behavior, which leads .region.
them to believe eggs
Since 1980, TVA has
may be present.
worked with several
If future observations agencies and private
confirm that eggs are in organizations in an efthe nest, it would be the fort to reestablish a
first active eagle nest in nesting bald eagle
the Federal recreation population in this area.
area's 20-year history.
Over the last four sum,
The nest is approx= me's, ten- eaglets have

been raised and released from a tower in the
southern end of LBL in
the hope that the birds
would return to their
fledging area upon
maturity (usually at age
4 or 5) and raise young.
This "hacking" program, a term which
describes the release
technique, has been conducted with the cooperation and support of the
Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Agency. the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, the Tennessee
Conservation League,
the makers of Eagle
Rare Bourbon, and
American Airlines.
Lbwe said it tias not
yet been determined if
the eagles found nesting
are birds previously

hacked from LBL.
Lowe Is asking the
public to cooperate with
wildlife officials by not
disturbing this nest or
any other nest of birds
of prey. If a visitor happens to come across the
neat, he should leave the
area as quickly and
quietly as possible.
Lowe said.
In 1983 a pair of adult
bald eagles successfully
raised one eaglet from a
nest near Dover. Tennessee, approximately
10 miles southeast of the
southern border of LBL.
This was the first successful eagle nest in the
Kentucky Lake-Lake
Barkley region since the
early 1950s and the first
in Tennessee since 1961.

MSU Theatre presents production
Murray State Univer- Hardin. She says that
sity Theatre will present the play is "a simple,
a studio theatre produc- fun-filled, meaningful
tion of Hey God Listen production. Through
on Saturday, May 5 at 2 children's direct honest
p.m. in the Johnson and naive conversations
Theatre.
with a very real God,"
This musical play by this play reveals "truths
Roxie Gibson and Ken- about man's creator"
neth Krause will be according to Truitt..
directed by Judi Truitt,
The cast and crew of
a senior speech and
theatre student from Hey God Listen consists

of Kim Reed of Paris,
Tennessee, Lynne
Firkins, Gail Johnson
and Bryan Warner of
Murray,Path Cannon of

Tennessee, Robert
Henry of Paris, Tennessee, Dane Hodges of
Paducah and Doug
Bruening of Sebree.

Danville, Illinois, Lee
Alice Sheridan of
Calvert City, Lisa Reed
of Harrisburg, Illinois,
Pam McDavid of Springfield, Tennessee, Joe
Mahoney of Jackson,

Tickets for Hey God
Listen may be reserved
by phoning the M.SU
Theatre at 762-4421.
Ticket price will be $1 or
by University Theatre
season ticket.

MONTREAL (4P) — Norfolk, Va., who Town Talk, 11,590; J.
Two incumbents and received 16,432 votes.
Stewart Bryan III, RichAlso re-elected was mond (Va.) Timesfour new directors have
been elected to three- John 0. Emmerich Jr., Dispatch, 10,631; Tom
year terms on the board publisher of the Green- Johnson, .The Los
of directors of The wood (Miss.) Corn- Angeles Times, 10,1-79;
Associated Pres,s at the mo.nwealt-h, .in „tile and _James K.' Batten.
annual meeting of the category representing president of Knightnews cooperative's cities of less than 50,000 Ridder Newspapers
population. Emmerich Inc., 9,141.
newspaper members.
Returned to,the board received 15,115 votes.
The Battens are not
Monday ...was its chairThe new directors and related.
man, Frank Batten, their vote totals were:
Incumbents leaving
chairman of Landmark Joe D. Smith Jr., Alex- the board on completion
Communications Inc. of andria (La.) Daily of the maximum nine

years of service were
Stanton R. Cook, chairman of the Tribune Co.
of Chicago; Daniel H.
Ridder, publisher of the
Long Beach (Calif.)
Presa-Telegram; and
Arthur Ochs Sulzberger,
publisher of The New
York Times.
Otto A. Silha, who is
retiring from Cowles
Communication of Minneapolis, did not stand
for re-election.

LEE
RIDERS AP elects new board of directors
*Branded by tee
fbr quality,
durability,
comfort & fit

$'m
REG S14

•100% Cotton,
14 oz.
Heavriveight Denim'
for the simple
care that you
demand

a

SIZES 29-38

Ladies' Poly-Cotton Knit Shirts
with Horse Emblem
Red White. Navy

17.88

10.99

SIZES S M L
REG 12 99

THE ACES!
P

Matching Poly-Cotton Skirts
with Horse,Emblem
Tan. Navy. Red
REG_ 14.99

I 2:99

L

Green. Navy. White in Poly-Cotton
Sizes 10-20
126-99

..cAsH
REBATE*
ITY by LOVABLE°

Men's Lined & Unlined

Chintz & Nylon
Solid Colots
S M LXL
Reg. 29_99 to
34.99 values.

STYLE
3711

£49

FULL-CUT BRIEF
Reinforced Tummy
Panel, Cotton Shield

•

27.9
One 1'2 & One 2 qt. Saucepan with Cover
5 qt. Dutch Oven with Cover *
qt Frypon (uses Dutchoven Cover)
Attractive StrawberryDesign
REG PRICE- $42

SALE PRICE

Steak & Shrimp
Dinner
A 5 Oz. Steak With 10

$599

Country Dinner
Plate
Choice of Meat N' Three

$359

388

Nighwit541 North
753-4141_

Women's

Susanne's Fine Arts & Custom Framing

HOSE

100 South 13th Street
Behind Victor's

FRUffOFThELQQM
*LOT 1501-1701 PANTY HOSE
Reg. 1.49 to 1 69

"In Business Since 1973"

1.39

our Price

Custom Framing Sale

*LOT 5301 EXTRA SIZE PANTY HOSE

Starts Wednesday May 2nd
Wed. 25% Off All Custom Framing
Thurs. 15% Off All Custom Framing
Fri. & Sat. 10% Off All Custom Framing

1.99

Reg. 2.29
our price

•LOT 460 KNEE HI HOSE

2

prs 1.09

Poly/Cotton
Twill Girl's.

Ladies' Sleeveless

Standard Size Sheets (Irregulars)
. Flot & Fitted, Assorted Prints
Sheets _Reg. 6.49 Now

$5

Matching Pillow Cases
Reg. 4.29 Now $3

CAMP SHORTS

—

7

32-38
REG S7

4 99•

Special!
Hours:
M-F W-4
Sat. .10-12
Other Hours by
„Appoint:111ot
.
753-5819

Selected Moldings
Up to 16x20.15.99*
Over 16x20 18.99*
*No other discounts apply

Prints by:
Paul Sawyier
Dalhart Windberg
Darryl Trott
Mark Pettit
Key Holland.- s
and others
•

Poly(Cotton Woven
Open Notch Collor

Asst Colors

59

NORTH
5-1-A
"I like terra firma — the
•AQ
more firma, the less terra."
V AQ 10 7
— George S. Kaufman.
•6 4 2
It's best to be on solid
•A LI
ground in the play of any WEST
EAST
slam. It takes a great num- 49 7 4 3
•KJ862
ber of well-played part- •5 3 2
•4
•9 8 7 3
scores to compensate for * J 10
46 Q 7 2
one good slam thrown away +9653
SOUTI
by inferior play.
40 10 5
South wins the diamond
•KJ9116
lead and draws trumps. He
•A.K
plays two more diamonds in
+1084
case of a 3-3 break, but that
Vulnerable:
-Both Dealer:
hope dissolves. In which
North. The biding:
black suit should he now
-finesse—
North East
both West
14b
Pass
One look at the East hand
Pass
Pass •
Pass
tells us that neither finesse 411
61P
Pass
'ass
Pass
will work. Should South
know enough to avoid the
Opening lead:)iamond jack
finessing trap in actual
play?
Since South knows that
East has the fourth caught in a three-suit
diamond, he can assure the squeeze.)
slam by refusing either
Bid with Tk Aces
finesse. Instead,.he crosses
to dummy's club ace and
South holds-. 5-8
leads dummy's
last
diamond. When East covers,
•K J8 6 2
instead of ruffing, South dis•4
•9 8 7 3
cards a club. East is now
Q72
forced to lead a black suit,
North South
either one winning a finesse
1*
1*
for South that he could not
1 NT
have won himself.
And if someone wants to ANSWER: Two iamonds.
bet you that a spade lead Correct the contrct, showwill beat the slam, take it. ing a preference fr play in
The spade lead will mske diamonds over no-limp.
things more interesting, but Send bridge questions
t The Aces,
an accntate (double- 'P0. Boa 12383, Dallas, bias
75225,
dummy) line of play Will with self-addressed, stanud envelope
for
reply
land the slam. (East is

7.99

with Lace Gripper
Cuffs, Cotton Shield

7-14
REG S54.

Vegetables

Seven Seas
Restaurant

STYLE 3713 MID LEG PANTIE

Reg 2 prs 1 39
Ou r price

i1r,11111w

Gulf Shrimp
Served With House Salad, Roll, Potato

7 pc. COOKWARE SET

LOVABLE
*LIMITED TimE^

L

Salad Bar 99c With Dinner

Porcelain Enamelled

REBATE
PAID BY

Ala NAP

MONDAY-THURSDAY
SPECIALS
/
1 2 Order
$359
Fisil Fillets
'All-Nou Can Eat'
99
Fish
Fillets
s4
Above Include Slaw, Hushpuppies, Potato'.

RACING
JACKETS

LADIES' BLAZERS

,FIJI

BOBBY WOLFF

KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES
Visa, Mastro Card & Layaway

M(KHA% 1.11)GEtt A TIMES

TI

MA I 1, 111/1,4

Various

SENIOR CITIZENS EASTER — Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
celebarted Easter with an
Easter Bonnet contest at the Ellis Center. The first place winner was
Cala Bond.-Judges for the event
were Delorice Lawson, Nancy Harrell and I.uvean Maupin. The prizes
were provided by Wallis Drug,
Holland Drug„Settle and Workman, Book-Mark, Lerman's and Bright's. Easter
candy was donated by
Big John's. Following the competition, the group traveled to Westview Nursing
Home to visit patients.
Those participating were (top photo, seated from left) Lillie Farris (6th),
Erma Lovett (10th), Ethel
Walker, Lena Bucy (9th). Ambie Willoughby,(back row,from left) Lela Boyd
(1st), Jewell Byrd (8th),
Maureen George, Trilby Cunningham, Elvie Carson, Maggie l'uritt.
Mary Gupton (bottom photo,
seated row from left) Hazel Workman (3rd), Lucille Potts, Alma Cooper
(7th), Beanl Darnall (4th),
Hazel Locke,(back row,from left) Flos,sle Snow, Elizabeth Haineline., Ruth
Crider 5th), Jessie Robinson, Hazel Ahart, Maureen George and Lela ('ulp.

A piano parlor "Catch
a Falling Star" and the
Mottle "Chitty Chitty
Bang Bang" will be
sponsored this weekend
to raise money for the
Work Activitives Center
for the Handicapped
(W.A.T.C.H.) of
Murray.
The piano parlor will
be May 4 at the North
drench of the Bank of
Murray. The program
will feature many local
entertainers including
Chuck and Rick Kupchella, Lilly Farris,
-M-oily Ross, John
O'Brien and Gary
Brockway.
Admission to the program is $5 per person
and refreshments will
be served. Reservations
can be made by calling
753-4057.
On May 5, the movie
"Chitty Chitty Bang
Bang" will be shown in
the MSU Theater at 11
a.m., 1:30, 4 and 7 p.m.
Admission is $1.50 per
person and
refreshments will be
available at an additional cost.
The theater is located
in the MSU Cuirris
Center. W.A.T.C.H.
Board Members will be
In front of the center to
escort children to the
theater.
All proceeds from the
two events will go to
W.A.T.C.H.
Although the center
does receive some state
and federal funding,
much of the 'needed
funds is dependent- on
private donatfons and
fund-raisers.
The center works with
mentally handicapped
adults in the areas of
job-training, self-help,
home life, community
skills and communica-

/ion skills.
W.A.T.C.H. currently
serves 16 clients at the
temporary • facility on
the corner Of 12th and
Main. When the new

building is opened on grams or the center can
Main St.. the center will be obtained by calling
have the facilities to Peggy Williams, center
serve 25-30 clients.
director, kt 759-1965 or
Ftirther inforrnitiCin. Dianna Harrison at
concerning the pro- 759-1360.

It's Cook-Out Time Again
12 Pound Box of Pure
14 Pound Box
of 100% Pure

Ground Beef
Hamb.Steaks Ground Beef
Quarter Pound Patties

24 To A Box
$

$ 1 946

668

Sausage

lb.1
$ 49

Field's

Wieners

lb. $ 1 59

Choice Sides of Beef $ 1 3_9
225 To 300 Lb.
Cut, Wrapped & Frozen

LB.

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
fetterat-tntredtectivteartvtarket tn- Marry"

Dr. Donald Boucher

The One Hundred and
Thirty-seventh Annual
—Midway college Commencement will be Sunday, May 13, 1984 in the
Graves Amphitheater
on Kentucky's only
women's college campus. Dr. Kale M.Stroup,
president of Murray
State University and the
first woman president in
the state system of
higher education in Kentucky, will be the
keynote speaker.
Over 100 women will
be graduating in fields
of Nursing, Home
Economies, Medical
Laboratory Technology,
Paralegal Studies,
Management, Teacher
Education, and General
Studies. Also on Sunday
will be the Baccalaureate service in
the Midway Christian
Church at 9:30 a.m. and
the Nursing, Pinning
Ceremony at 11:30 a.m.
in Marshal 1
Gymnasium.
Dr. Stroup, a native of
Geneseo, Kan,served as
vice president for
academic affairs at Emporia (Kan.) State
University before
assuming the presidency at Murray State.
In addition to her
work in academic administration, Dr. Stroup
also has administrative
experience in student
affairs and in overall
administration, as well
as a background in the
classroom.
Dr. Stroup also holds
the faculty rank of professor of speech and
theatre at Murray State.
She earned the B.A.
degree , in speech and
drama with Phi Beta"
Kappa honors, the M.S.
In education degree in
psychoicky and thi
Ph.D. degree in speech
communication and
human relations, all at
the University of
Kansas.

has closed his office because of
health. Patients wishing their
records may call at the office
through May 25 on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday.
10 a.m.-12 Noon.

CAN
OPENER

FRIOWIT
Masan
y,:110WINt
ate
GE MICROWAVE
COOKING CENTER
Large 1 4 Cu It microwave uppe,
oven with Dual Wave microwave
SyStern Microwave oven has touch
COntrOIS and Automatic Cooling
Control Full-sue P-7* Sell•
Cleaning lower oven BlaCkpass_

Model JET210
NOW!FIVE YEAR
LIMITED WARRANTY
Dual Wave— microwave system
desAgned tor good even cooking
results Sp•CiOuS 1 4Cu ft oven cin,
Auto Roast Feature 5-year limited
warranty —carry-,n service parts arc
labor i Sea warren', rc1, details

d00,

Save '100"
ur Microwaves

0

ALL THE STARS STOP AT
"CHURCH STREET STATION"

. :.
U.S. SAVINGS BOND
with purchase of either of these GE appliances
ONLY CIE DELIVERS
CRUSHED WM
CUSES AND
COLD WATER
235Cu ftSS7Cu ft
freezer with edluetable
snelyes Two tkghnumidity MOM Pans
nelp Salm food trash
up to 15 clays Lowerhumidity pen Automatic energy sane,
system .1595

()Group W Satellite Communications 1984

E Z FINANCING
• In Store Financing
Home Made
Deals From
Your Home Town
Dealers.

4

actioe Super Races
Delay start
Save '200"

Lass '200°'
Less '100°'
—
Sayings
Bond
Only'I 295°1

Model 1'FF24RC

$75

SOLID-STATE
-- TOUCH CONTROL
DISHWASHER WITH
POTSCRUSSER
CYCLE
11 performance
mOndoring programs
10-year full warranty
on RerrnaTuf• tub and
000, liner Italt tor

Model GS0211000

U.S. SAVINGS BOND
with purchase of this laundry pair
.11111:
:77

DELUXE 2-tte-i
AUTOMATIC WASHER
Large basket for larmly-sized
loads Mini-Basket"' tub for
delicate! 6 cycles including
permanent press

HEAVY-DUTY DRYER—
S DRYING SELECTIONS
5 Cycles inciuditig per mane—
pressAinds Automatic dry
control End-Or-cycle Signe
Removable un-trOnt lint filter

Save 1 12000
On This Washer

"Church Street'Station" is your
destination for great live music.
Every Saturday you've got a front
row seat at the hottest spot on the
country concert circuit. You'll catch
acts like T.G. Sheppard, Freddie
Fender and Tanya Tucker. Catch
great country concerts every week
on channel 22.Ask about receiving
- The Nashville Network in Stereo!

Save '60°°
On Thrs Dryer
ryers Start At
'249°9

DEUVERY
Yodel wWA83508
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PIPE
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CERTIFICATES

Over MO total savings($14130 individual savings) On some of America's
favorite products Sawngs Certificates
direct from GE with purchase of
selected GE models.

Vow Mewl La,Is Camera, ElmUiC
the(.1 ,Ienswet(Hily7900.11211.2000

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 EAST MAIM STREET
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Devil's Bag withdrawn
from Kentucky Derby
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP)- Devil's Bag, the
1983 2-year-old champion, will not run in
Saturday's Kentucky
Derby, trainer Woody
Stephens said today.
Stephens made the an.
noucement during a
visit to his barn at Churchill Downs from --the"
hospital where he is
recuperating from
pnuemonia.
In saying that Devil's
Bag, the future book
favorite for the 1' -mile
Derby. would not run.
the 70-year-old Stenehsn_
said he was not satisfied
with the colt's winning
performance last Saturday in the Derby trial.
"I will run him in the
Preakness Prep and
back in the Preakness."
Stephens said.
The Preakness, May
19 at Pimlico, is the second race of the Triple
Crown.
"I think_Swale is.do,
ing well. Stephens said.
of a second 3-year-old in

his stable. "I will go hasn't been enough, for
with Swale (in the some reason."
Derby 1."
Devil's Bag opened
Stephens said he his 3-year-old cammade up his mind to paign, but then finished
keep Devil's Bag out of fourth in the 1%-mi1e
the Derby after talking Flamingo March 3 at
to jockey Eddie Maple. Hialeah.
Seth Hancock of
Stephens then planned
Claiborne Farm and to race Devil's Bag in
Mike Griffin, who has the Contain and the
been handling Devil's Wood Memorial in New
Bag and Swale while York, but weather
Stephens has been in the changed his mind and
he brought the colt to
hospital.
Hancock put together Kentucky, where he won
the $36 million .syndica- the seven-lurlong
tion of Devil's Bag after Forerunner Purse April
his „unbeaten _juvenile 19 at Keeneland.. then
season.
won the Trial.
Devil's Bag won the,
Sq. tag man who has
one-mile Derby Trial by trained winners of more
21,4 lengths over Biloxi's than 200 stakes will go
Indian, but was not after his second Derby
impressive.
victory with Swale, who
"He was more tired was beaten by eight
than we expected him to lengths in his last start,
be," Stepehns said. "I the 1 1-16 mile Lexington
just wasn't pleased with Stakes at Keeneland
the performance.
April 17. But the track
."He looked wonder- was sloppy and
ful, he's sound. I think - - Stephens-- blames-- -the
he wOuld have run a condition of the track
good race. He just for Swal•e's
performance.
'Swale will try for victory in the Derby 10
years and one day after
ridden by Charles the Stephens-trained
Woods Jr., was to have Cannonade won the
worked,a one mile. But 100th Derby.
the _colt pulled himself
up after five-eighths of a
mile.
Mighty Adversary
missed last Thursday's
Blue Grass Stakes at
-Keerielanti after suffer.- - • ing two. quartir cracks
of the right front foot
during a workout.

Lakers top
MCHS, 4-3,
for first
district win

_•

Mighty Adversary injured
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
AP ) - Mighty Adversary was knocked out of
the Kentucky Derby today when he suffered a
fracture of the left front
coffin bone.
The injury, disclosed
by .trainer Tommy
. Doyle,. occurred while
\the Santa Anita Derby
Winner was working aut.
'Mighty Adversary.

Murray State
women's tennis player
April Horning was incorrectly identified as a
Murray native along
with Kathy Outland and
Starr Jones in a story
appearing in Monday's
sports section.
Horning is from Harrisburg, Ill.
Liz Hendon is the
other Murrayan who
was instrumental in
helping the Lady Racers
win-their first-Ever Ohio
Valley Conference ten-

Easy to Operate...
Easy to own
Enjoy the benefits of Case
exclusive hydraulic drive — buy
your Case tractor how during
our Fall Sale and get all you
can get in tractor performance.

9.8% APR Financing
Available
There ,5 a Case tractor to ht
yOur budget.
Emaciation of limathly
wont* •ir 4.4
APR 1644144441 for 36 se•roth• •Ifor•

347/ 44444 1444.14444

1,200
'600
2000
2400
-2500
3200
, 3601

11/14

za

-t1 13
1
64 35

1.0410

McKee! Equipment Co.
I

nis title over the
weekend.
Hendon teamed with
Outland to advance to
the finals of the No.2
doubles.
Jones teamed withJorunn Eid to win the
No.3 doubles championship and Outland won
the title at No.6 singles.
Horning- lost in- the
finals for the N0.1
singles title, but 'on the
No.1 doubles championship along with teammate Maureen Rankine.

MSU grid injuries
FINANCING
AVAILABLE
\

1/r4r

Spring Sports

Tennis correction

At
1983
Sale
Prices

k

TAYLOR WITH THE TAG - Sam Taylor braces for the tag as Marshall County's Stacy Dowell slides
in home. Taylor tagged. Dowell out to prevent a Marshal run, then pitched the Lakers to their first
district victory - a 4-3 comeback win Monday afternoon. Today the Lakers travel to Fulton County.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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The showdown betSaturday's annual ty native Tommy ween Murray State and
Blue-Gold scrimmage Workman suffered knee Middle Tennessee State
-was-a-costly-Orie-TOr
arisag-e as did Fred lii The-Sot-ithern-DIVIS-ion
Murray State Racer' Lowe, a freshenan of the Ohio Valley Confootball team this year. linebacker. Both under- ference has been
Two players were in- went surgery recently.
scheduled for Saturday
„jured and may be in
The playing status for and Sunday.
pasts until mid - all four injured players
The Racers, needing
Slimmer.
will be unknown until
to win two of the next
Fteshman fullback the fall season begins.
three games against the
Sam 'Liggett, listed as
Raiders to clinch a
the NoA., fullback going
playoff spot in the OVC
into the skrimmage, will
have arthroscopic
Max Walker, scored tournament, will host
surgery on his left knee his third career hole-in- MTSUina
today for ri,gament one recently at the Oaks doubleheader Saturday
at Reagan Field.
damage.
Country Club.
Also, Carlos Wexford,
While playing with
Sunday the two teams
a reserve tailback, will Billy Dan Crouse, Bob will play a single game
have a cast on his leg for Brown and Jim White, in Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
8-10 weeks because of Walker hit an 8-iron on to wrap up the division
three broken bones in the par-3, No.3 hole for standings.
his foot.
the ace.
If the two teams end
Two players were inCoincidentally, White up tied for second place
jured in drills prior to had hit an ace on in the division, the
Saturday's intrasquad another course earlier tiebreaker will be a coin
game - Calloway Coun- this year as well,
toss.

Shown'',hr..
••••

(excluding taxes and shipping)
Snopsmon

44009
otA"
%1St

Coral,to our FREE demonstration and learn

abOut...terrtlIc savings...
exclusive ShopSurence'
protection ...and NO DOWN
PAYMENT Easy $1-A-Day Terms

Murray High won a
pair of matches against
host Paducah Tilghman
and Calloway County
dropped two home matches against Heath in
local high school tennis
action Monday.
The Murray boys
handled the Tornado,
7-2, losing only at No.1
singles and at No.1

0
0 0$11.: t iOt
„L0
tolv cpsKird
GOLC.

08.3,
10tIO

OIl

committee will include
Lee Moses, Mike
Ridley, Jane Hall, Lori
Barrett and Margaret
Simmons.
The cutoff date for applications has been set
for May 18 and a
date for naming a new
coach will be June 1.
The women's
coaching position
became available when
Dr. Jean Smith's contract was not renewed
at the end of last season.

MHS, CCHS tennis results

s

Come to our demonstration and see how you can achieve professional-quality results
with the Shopsrnithe MARK V woodworking system - even if you've never.
worked with wood before.
You'll see how the multipurpose MARK V gives you the five most
needed workshop tools: * 10” Table Saw •16-1/2" Vertical Drill
Press • Horizontal Boring Machine •34" Lathe •121
'Disc Sander
-in one machine that takes no more room than a bicycle.

004171011 in(1941,14
'S1
,
ShopS/INNT• K 4 reo,st..,..it,
•dernark

A search committee
has been formed to interview and select a
candidate for the Murray State Lady Racer
basketball program, according to information
provided by MSU today.
Co-chairmen for the
search committee will
be MSU Athletic Director Johnny Reagan and
men's basketball
Associate Coach Steve
Newton.
Other members of the

Walker ace

ONE DEMONE'RATION IS
WORIII 1,000 WORDS

Ouald;Woodwork mg Tools
Built In U S A

MSU coach search team

Conference
Baseball
showdown

When k comes to improving your woodworking,
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doubles in a best-ofthree match.
The Lady Tigers
blasted the PTHS girls,
9-0, sparked by an 8-6
triumph by Mel Jackson
over Shannon Cruze.
Both the Lady Lakers
and the Lakers lost 5-4
matches to Heath.
Today MHS' teams
play at Marshall County
and Thursday they host
Tilghman.
Calloway hosts
Reidland in boys and
girls matches today
before visiting Hellen'
on Thursday.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Calloway County ended a long losing spell
with a 4-3 district victory over visiting Marshall County, Monday,
at the old city park field.
Sant Taylors arm and
a tenacious defense kept
the Marshals in check
and kept the Lakers
within striking distance
- which they used.to
-thgr advantage in the
bottom of the seventh.
Taylor gave up only
three solo-run innings in
the second, fourth and;
sixth frames and all the
Lakers had to do was
come up with two runs
in the last inning to go
with the pair they picked up in the second.
And that they did.
With one out, Steve
Holland tapped a dribbler down the third
_ baseline, and beat_ the _
throw to first. John
Mark Potts drew a walk
on a 3-2 pitch and Taylor
got a free ride as well to
load the bases.
A wild pitch from
reliever Barry Goheen
tied the game when
Holland scored from
third and a Marshal error ended the game
when Chuck Adams hit
a fly ball to right field,
the fielder misjudged it
and the ball bounced off
his glove.- Two scored on the play but
only one was necessary
for the victory.
"We've had runners
on base all year, but it's
been hard to get them
home," said CCHS
Coach Jack Pack. "Today Sam (Taylor) pitched a good game and our
kids backed him up with
a few runs and some
good defense. That's all
he needed."
The Laker lefty picked up his first win in
three outings, fanning
three Marshals in the
process.
Behind him shortstop
Greg Futrell was digging out hard grounders
and made five exceptionally long throws
from deep in the hole to
pick off runners at first.
Also, two Marshals
were pieke-d OffTn rundowns and one was gunned down stealing
home.
-The Leiters also had
their share of misfortunes on the basepaths
as two Calloway run.ners were called out at
home and eight were
left stranded.
"Our guys are coming
along," said Pack, "but
they're still pretty
yoling and I guess you
just have to be patient
with them."
Today the Lakers
travel to Fulton County
before beginning a twoday, three-game homestand. Wednesday the
Lakers host Trigg County and Wednesday they
host Lone Oak at 4 p.m.
and ReicHand at 7 p.m.
1 2 3 4 3 6 7 lIIIE
Marshall Co
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 36 2
Calloway Co
0 2 0 0 00 2 4 5 1
WP — Sam Taylor (1-2). LP —
Barry Colleen 2B — I MC) Stacy
Dowell 35 — Goheen
Records — CCHS 3-7. 1-2 dIstrtet.
MCHS — 7-4, 0-2

SEE LIVE DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY AT:

Kentucky Oaks Mall

- Present this coupon al the
MARK V demonstration and
receive a FREE Saw Blade Guard
This easy-to-use-accessory
protects both carbide and regular
saw blades up to 10- in diameter
. -
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Mazurka homer, Grogan pitching
aid MHS in 3-1 win over Marshals

DUSTY DECISION - Marshall County baserunner Barry
Goheen skids in safely before Murray third
baseman Jeff Downey can apply the tag. Downey and hit
Tigers overcame the play to defeat the Marshals, 3-1, in Monday action at Ty Holland Field.
Thursday the Tigers resume their homestand by
hosting both Reidland and Mayfield.
Photo by David Tuck

NFL Draft:
Nebraska duo picked 1-2 by Patriots, Oilers
NEW YORK (AP) - Irving Fryar, the fleet
Nebraska wide receiver already signed by New
England, was officially named by the Patriots today as the first player chosen in the National
Football League's college draft.
The Houston Oilers then followed by ratifying
their selection of Fryar's Nebraska teammate,
offensive guard Dean Steinkuhler, who they signed on Monday.
It was the first time since 1967, when Bubba
Smith and Clinton Jones of Michigan State'were
picked 1-2, that the first two players chosen were
from the same college.
- The No.1 Clothe originally bele-need-to- anCiiinati as a result of last year's trade with Tampa
Bay for quarterback Jack Thompson. However,
New England acquired the choice from the
Bengals for two first-round picks - Nos. 16 and
20 over-all.
Houston's choice of Steinkuhler was greeted
with jeers from the gallery who had hoped the
New York Giants would get him.
The draft was left somewhat depleted by the
defection of several top choices to the United
States Football League, including another
Nebraska player, Heisman Trophy-Winning
tailback Mike Rozier, and. Steve_ _Young of
Brigham Young, considered the top
quarterback.
The 12-round draft was scheduled to be completed in one day.-Teams had 15 minutes to make
their selections in .each of the first two rounds

•

,
,V-• •

..•

By DAVID TUCK
Sports Writer
Wade Mazurka's tworun homer in the first inning lifted the Murray
High Tigers to a 3-1 win
over visiting Marshall
County Monday night at
Ty Holland Field.
The Tigers, now 17-3
for the season, took
command early in the
game.
In addition to
Mazurka's blast. Steve
Malone crossed the
plate on a fielder's
choice in the first inning
when Marshal shortstop
Barry Goheen elected to
throw to first on an infield grounder. Malone
slid safely to the plate,
and the Tigers had a
three-run lead which
stood for three innings.
Another highlight for
the Tigers was the pitching of Rick Grogan,
who gave up only a pair
of singles while striking
out six opposing batters.
The Marshals failed to
darken the plate until
the fourth inning when
sacrifice fly.
Afterwards, Tiger
coach Cary Miller said
Murray High's early
run production and
steady defense proved
to be the difference in
the game.
"We got the runs early when we .needed
them, and we hit the ball
hard - Wade
(Mazurka) just crushed
that ball," Miller said.
Miller was also quick
-tojj
Grogan, - his
winning pitcher.
"Rick pitched an
outstanding game,"
Miller said. "He worked
the plate well, and he

did a good job of mixing twice each and Mayfield,
his pitches."
once.
"This was his best
The Tigers will be
outing of the year," back in action Thursday
Miller noted.
evening when they play
The victory kept the a homestand
Tigers in first place in doubleheader. In the
the district standings first game, the Tigers
with a perfect 5-0 are scheduled to play
record. Murray has the Reid land
beaten Marshall County Greyhounds at 3:45
and Calloway - County p.m., while the Mayfield

Cardinals will provide
the competition in the
nightcap. The second
game is scheduled to get
underway at 6:30 p.m
at Ty Holland Field
1234567 HHE
Marshall Co
000 1 000 1 2 1
Murray
300000 X 361
WP - Rick Grogan 14-0). LP Scott English 25 - 1,4E31 Todd
Rosa. 14K - iMJ4Si Wade Maisurka
Records - MHS 17-3, 5-0 district,
MCHS - 7-5, 0-3

SC•REBOARD

Open Mon. thru Thurs.

Closed
Sunday

1Iajor League Baseball Standings
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W I. Pct. GB
Chicago
12
8
600 New York
12
3 .000 Philadelplik 11
9 050.A
-Montreal
12 10 .545 1
St Louis
11
12 .478 214
Pittsburgh
7 13 .350 5
WEST DIVISION
Lou Angeles
17
8 .680 San Diego
15. 8 .652 1
._Ctricinnatl
10. 13 .4115 6
Atlanta
• 12 , --14111 6
Houston
8 14 .364 75
San Francisco 7 16 .304 9
Monday's Games
Montreal 5. Philadelphia 2
St Louis 5. P,ittsburgh 3
Los Angeles 1. San Francisco 0
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Chicago Ruthyen 2-11 at New
York Gooden 1-11, In) Montreal
Palmer1
1-01 at
Philadelphia (Bystrom 0-0. In) St Louis tAndujar 343 it-P1Usburgh DeLeon 0-11, (n1
Houston )R.1eitt1-2) at Cincinnati
(FCitsiell
San Diego (Show 2-11 at Atlanta
(McMurtry 2-2). n
Los Angeles Hooton 0-01 at San
Francisco Grant 0-1 .1. n
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles at San Francisco
San Diego at Atlanta,. (tivi-n)
Chicago at New York. In)
Montreal at Philadelphia. In)
St Louis at Pittsburgh. in)
Houston at (I'incinnati. in)

WEST DIVISION
Oakland
14 10 .583 California
15 11 .577 Seattle
12 11 .522 1%
Minnesota
11
13
458 3
Kansas('st_-5.- 5.1
Chicago
8 13
381 414
Texas
8 14 .364 5
Monday'S Games
Texas at Toronto. ppd . wind
Baltimore 6, Cleveland 3
Chicago 5. New York 3
California 8. Seattle 1
Only games scheduled'
Tuesday's Games
Boston (Hurst 3-2, at Detroit
(Wilcox 2-0), In)
Texas I Tanana 2-2 and Darwin
2-0r at Toronto i I 01,11 i) and Alor

ander 1 0). 2. twi-n
Cleveland iBlyleven 3.1) at
Baltimore (Bootlicker 0-31. In.,
New York Fontenot 0-30 at
Chicago tFallixt 0-01. MI
-Gttp--4G-irea-3.9-0--51
Milwaukee.1Cocanower 0.3I, in
Oakland I Warren 3-2i at California John .
1 41. In,
Minnesota (Hodge 1-0 at Seattle
Young 2.20. nI
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland at Baltimore
Boston at Detroit, in ,
Texas at Toronto, in,
New York at Chicago, in
Kansas City at Milwaukee. In,
Oakland at California.• n
Minnesota at Seattle, In,

and five minutes in each succeeding round.
The New York Giants then selected Michigan
State outside linebacker Carl Banks, a position
where they need little help. However, they may
move him inside to fill the hole left by the trade
of veteran Brian Kelley to San Diego.
The Philadelphia Eagles, as expected, tapped
Kenny Jackson, Penn State's first All-American
wide receiver and the school record-holder for
reception yards and touchdown catches.
NBA Playoff Glance
Utah vs. Phoenix
The Kansas City Chiefs, looking for defensive.
Conference Semifinals
Sunday, April 29
(Best of Seven)
Utah 105. Phoenix 95 Utah leads
help, took Bill Maas, a rugged defensive tackle
EASTERN CONFERENCE
series 1.0
'
from the Universiky.of Pittsburgh.who starred in
Boston vs. New York
.496408141ISAhle 2.
Suriday. Koril 24.
Phoenix at Utah
the Senior Bowl.
Boston 110. New York 92. Boston,
The Chiefs then traded veteran defensive back
leads series 1-0
Wednesday. May 2
Gary Green to the Los Angeles Rams in exNew York at Boston
change for first-and fifth-round choices in this
Milwaukee vs. New Jersey
year's draft.The trade gave Kansas City a seSunday. April 29
New Jersey 106. Milwaukee 100,
cond pick in the first round, No. 21 over-all.
National Hockey League
New Jersey leads series 1-0
Ptayons At A Glance
The San Diego Chargers, picking sixth, took
Tuesday, May 1
Conference Championing's
New Jersey at Milwaukee
Mossy Cade, a cornerback from the University
Best-of-Seven
Hiursilgy, May 3
Wales Conference
of Texas, who intercepted six passes last season
MllviaUkee it New Jersei
Saturday, Apnl 28
AMERICAN LEAGUE
and broke up 18 others.
1 1 Islanders 5. Montreal
SPRINGFIELD,
EAST DIVISION
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Montreal
leads series. 2-1
The Bengals quickly followed by choosing
W
GB
L Pd
Los Angeles vs Dallas
Mass. (AP) - John
Tuesday. May I
Detroit
91.19
2
18
Saturday. April 28
Arizona linebacker Ricky Hunley, considered
Montreal at N Y Islanders
Havlicek was inducted
Toronto
9
13
591 6
Los Angeles 134 Dallas 91 i.ios
the best player in the school's history. Hunley
Campbell CaPerence
Cleveland
10 .13 ,516 7% - Angeles leads series 14)
into the Basketball Hall
Saturday. April 26
Milwaukee
II 11
450 9
Tuesday, May 1
was in on 566 tackles during his career.
-of Fame along with
Edmonton 8 Mfrmesota 5 Ed.
Baltimore
10 11 .43e
Dallas at Los Angeles
The Colts took Leonard Coleman,a cornerback
monton leads series 3-0
Boston
9 15 .409 10
Friday. M.,4
Boston Celtics teamTuesday. May I
New York
8 13 _ -55,1
Angeles at Dallas, THA
from Vanderbilt, the school record-holder for inmate Sam Jones.
-Edmonton at Minnesota
terceptions in a game, season and career. He led
Also inducted were
the nation's cornerbacks with eight interceptions
Jack Gardner, former
in 1982.
coach at Kansas State
The Atlanta Falcons, seeking to shore up a
and Utah, Dr. Edward
United States FeotbaN League
San Antonio
3 7 0
300 128 170
defense that was weak against the run, picked
Steitz head of the U.S.
At A Game
Pacific
defensive tackle Rick Bryan of Oklahoma, the
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Denver
7 3 0
700 223 212
Olympic Basketball
Atlantic
Arizona
4 6 0
400 259 175
Big Eight Defensive Player of the Year. Bryan is
Committee and the chief
W L T Pd. PF 14
Los Angeles
4 6 0
400 170 224
especially tough against the run and is conPhiladelphia
9 1 0
900 257 115
Oakland
1 9 0
100 99 231
rulesmaker for the colNew Jersey
8 2 0
800 239 155
sidered Oklahoma's top defensive player since
lege game for the past
Pittsburgh
2 8 0
200 161 199
Monday's Gaine
Lee Roy Selmon.
Washington
1 9 0
100 139 292
Los Angeles 27. Houston 24 OT
28 years, and Clifford
. Soultwrn.
Saturday. May 5
The New York Jets brought cheers from the
Fagan, former exBirmingham
9 1 .0
Pittsburgh at Los Artelee__
900 293 146
gallery when they --selected" defensive back
NOW Orleans
f-174
- -Tra3 216 -211
-ThieTITTra11TiaeetitIve dIfiaar -of the
Tampa Bay
7 3 0
Tampa Bay at Jacksonville
700 247 UM
Russell Carter from Southern Methodist. Carter
National Federation of
Jacksonville
4 6 0 .400 213 202
Sunday, May6
made a smooth transititon from cornerback to
Memphis
3 7 0 .300 157 250
Chicago at San Antonio State High School
WESTERN CONFERENCE
free safety in his senior year, but was listed by
Oklahoma at New Jersey
Associations.
Central
Philadelphia at Birmingham
the Jets as a cornerback. He twice led the
Houston
6 4 0
600 318 262
Houston at Michigan
Michigan
Southwest Conference in interceptions and was
6
4
600
0
246
111
Memphis at Washington
Pipes 8.
Oklahoma
6
4
0
153
600
22e
Monday. May 7
the SWC's Defensive Player of the Year in 1983.
Accessories'
5551
Chirac
.
,
'1
7
A
Arizona at New Orleans
The Jets, who lost starting cornerback Jerry
15 Blends of
Holmes to the -USFL, had been seeking help in
Pipe Tobacco
the secondary.
The Smoke Shoppe
Seven of the first 10 picks were defensive
614 S. 4th St.
players.
Murray, Fain Ins. Bldg.
The first round had been moving right along
until the No. 11 pick, which belongfed to Chicago.
The Bears used almost 12 minutes before choosing Florida linebacker Wilber Marshall, whose
agent has been seeking a $1 million-a-year contract. As a result, the Houston Oilers, Who had
negotiated with Marshall, declined to draft him.
Marshall also has an offer on the table from the
Tampa Bay Bandits of the USFL.
Chestnut Street
Phone
The Green Bay Packers took even longer than
- _I
the Bears. They used 12 minutes and six seconds
Murray, Ky.
753-2571
.44,1•••f
before choosing 6-foot-6 defensive end Alphonso
Carreker of Florida State, who has the tools to be
good pass-rusher.
. The Minnesota Vikings deliberated for 14
minutes and 29 seconds before selecting defensive end Keith Millard of Washington State who
began his collegiate career as a reserve tight end
In 1980 and moved to defense the following year.
While the Buffalo Bills were deliberating as
the opening round reached the midway point. the
Eagles announced that they had signed Jackson.
The Bills then traded their first-round pick,
No. 14 over-all, to the Miami Dolphins, who grabbed Oklahoma linebacker Jackie Shipp. No other
details of the trade were announced
immediately.
Miami, worried about A.J. Duhe's injuries and
-anxious for linebacker help, had been seeking to
traded up from its 26th drafting position.
The Jets became the first team to draft for a
second time in the first round. They had obtained
the 15th pick by trading quarterback Richard
Todd and used it to select defensive end Ron
Faurot of Arkansas. who is 6-7 and 260 and has
room to grow.

Briefly

Pro Basketball

Hockey

-USFL Standings. Results

Murray Home & Auto rural
77zuelfaeue

WIND SURFING - Murrayan Chris Farmer
makes a run at a bouy during a recent sailing
regatta. Farmer won the Tennessean Regatta in
Nashville against top regional competition.

Farmer fares well
in wind surf career
The spray of lake
water in your face, ,the
wind at your back and a
steady hand on the tiller
... sounds something
like an aftershave commercial, right?
Well, the same could
be said for wind surfing,
ta a sport Murray's Chris
Farmer is turning into a
very profitable venture
these days.
Farmer, a member of
the Wooden Waves Pfc.
Sailboating Team,
... recently won the TenRegatta held at
Old Hickory Lake near
Nashville. The races.
sponsored by the Tennessean newspaper
each spring, brought in
top regional- competitors but the toughest

foes for Farmer tame
from his teammates and
Cliff Wurst o f _
Chattanooga.
Farmer is spasored
by the Wooden Wave
Beach Shop and three
California-based companies - Off Shore and
Catchett Swimwear and
O'Neill Wet suits.
Farmer plans to race
in aooui a auzen small
races on Kentucky Lake
this year along with
three major regattas USBSA Nationals at
Padre Island, Texas;
North Americans
Championships in
Canada and the
Hawaiian Tropics
Championships held on
Kentucky Lake which
Farmer won last veer.

BARGAIN

OF THE MONTH

11.1111)M1111.
VALUE
OF THE MONTH

TOOL VALUE
OF THE MONTH

For oil your I oyel Reservations Coll

998

Marjorie and BiliMajor
7.53-0880

While
Supplies
Last

5-Pc. Stainless Steel
Bowl Set
Nesting bowls in 5 sizes 1 1?
3 5 8 and 13 qts
47952

American and International Trareitime

Quantities Limited ,

While
Supplies
Last

-

2-Gal.
Watering Can

2
2!

Durable plastic with removable
threaded nozzle
3146G

Quantities Limited
b.

While Supplies Last

Grass Shears
•

Feature sharp steel blade5
cushion grip and sheath 49P0
Quantities Limited
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AROUND THE HOUSE
HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Extension ladder is necessary part
of home maintenance and upkeep

,

6

1
BEDROOM 3
9

•

FOYER

I.
• EN TRANCE
.C1.111
;

LIVING ROOM
20 . 3 isimmaps4
-si gabs Mon

77A / kfrighl

/
THIS HOUSE IS BUILT ON A concrete slab and all walls,
both interior and exterior, are of concrete.blqck.,Features include an open air entrance court and atrium, including a circular stair to an elevated sundeck. Plan HA1258M has 1,324
square feet. For more information write — enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope — to Master Plan Service,
89 East Jericho Tpke., Mineola, N.Y. 11501.

ORR

DISCOUNT

Our New Location
At Whitnell & Glendale
Behind Big Johns. -

91..

•

I J
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
If you own your own
house, an extension ladder is a necessary part
of the maintenance
equipment — -unless,
because of age or some
other reason, you have
no intention of ever using one of them, which
isn't a bad idea if there
Is the least bit of doubt
about safety.
Should you have an
extension ladder and intend to use it, whether
for house painting or
whatever, learn the fundamentals of its use and
you will not only take
care of the safety factor
but also make your job
easier.
An extension ladder is
the kind that comes in
two parts, fitted
together so that one section can be moved
separately to reach the
desired height. The top
part moves upward
when the rope attached
to it is pulled down,
after which the two

parts are locked
together by a special
gadget that is easy to
operate
To maintain the proper balance, the feet of
the ladder should be a
certain distance away
from the foundation of
the house when it is set
in place. That distance
should be one-fourth the
height of the ladder.
With a 20-foot ladder,
for example, the feet of
the ladder should be 5
feet from the house.
When using the rope
that raises the top section of the ladder, allow
an overlap of at least 3
feet of the two parts, a
precaution that will help
to keep the ladder stable
while you are working
on it.
"-Although The..distance
the feet are away from
the house and the section overlap are important to the stability of
the ladder, it also is important that the ladder
is resting on solid

ground. You can buy
any number of attachments that help to
keep a ladder from slipping. Sometimes a ladder will have some such
arrangement when you
purchase it.

ladder to rest properly
against the house, start
by placing it flat on the
ground at right angles to
the foundation. Go back
to the top of the ladder,
grab the top rung and
raise it to shoulder
height. Raise the ladder
slowly, keeping a firm
grip on the ladder and
releasing one hand at a._
time.

When it doesn't, it is
well to consider one of
the many devices on the
market, especially what
is known as a levelizer.
Be certain you are
It is fastened to the botholding one rung tightly
tom rung and set so that
as you move the other
the legs of the ladder
hand to the next rung.
become level and
Finally, as the ladder
steady. In the same
becomes vertical, rest it
way, you can buy a
carefully against the
stabilizer for the top
house. Now, slowly and
part of the ladder. This
carefully, move the foot
is fastened to the top
of the ladder away from
rung of the ladder, has
the house, little by little,
curved ends and can be
until you reach the remanipulated to handle
quired distance, which
wall painting or work
you could have marked
which requires you to
off ahead of time.
get on the roof, which is
an entirely different
All of these safety
story when it comes to measures will avail you
safety and should not be little if you do not use
attempted by most common sense once you
persons.
get on the ladder. Don't
To get a tall extension reach out too far. Don't

get on the uppermost
rung or, better yet, the
second one from the top.
And don't even start the
project if it's a windy
day.
Although there are
still plenty of wooden
extension ladders still in
use, they are too heavy
for most persons.
Aluminum ladders are
used by most people, but
care must be exercised
to keep them away from
power lines.
(Kinds of paint, surface preparation,
rollers and brushes are
among the subjects
discussed in Andy
Lang's booklet, "Paint
Your House Inside and
Out," which can be obtained by sending 50
cents and a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, NY 11743. Questions of general interest
will be answered in the
column.)

I.

Patching cracksjo prevent leakage
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — We have some
gypsum boards attached to the studding in our
attic. Lately, some
cracks have developed
at several places in the
wall just above the
4-foot levels. Is there
some special way to
patch those cracks so
they are not likely to occur again soon?
A. — If they are small
cracks, they can be filled with a patching compound spread with
feathering strokes.
These strokes are a succession of small
overlapping x -like
strokes across the area
to be patched. Work
from the top of the patch
to the bottom. Start and

end each stroke on the
clean wall area outside
the patch. If the cracks
are wide and deep, then
you will have to reinforce thetn with what is
called joint tape, which
is drywall perforated
tape.
Sand the area on each
side of the crack and
work joint compound
down into the opening.
Center the tape over the
crack and press down
firmly with a wide
spatula. Spread joint
compound over the
tape. Smooth it out well
beyond the edges of the
tape by feathering.
Allow the patch to dry
overnight, then apply
another coat of the joint
compound so that it extends about l
inches

beyond the edges of the
last coat.
Smooth the edges. let
dry and sand very lightly. In all cases, be sure
first to remove all loose
material from the openings, using a stiff brush
or a screwdriver. If you
undercut the openings, a
better bond will be provided for the compound.
--Q. — I live in an apartment house where I can
hear all the noise from
the apartment below, ineluding the sounds of the
television set and the
shouting of the children.
We are about to install
wall-to-wall carpeting in
the hope this will prevent us from hearing the
noise. Are we right?
A. — Only to a small

degree. Sound must be
muffled in the area
where it originates. If
you are Olt friendly
terms with your
neighbor, perhaps you
can ask him to install
absorbent materials in
the area from which the
sound emanates. These
might include drapes
and such things, but
even more important,
acoustical ceiling tile. If
you are lucky, a mere
conversation might
result in a lessening of
the noise from both the
television set and the
children.
--Q. — I have used varnish remover several
times in the past with
good results. This time I
have a problem. The

piece of furniture I wish
to refinish has some
carved moulding on it. I
usually scrape off the
old varnish after applying the remover, but I
am afraid this would
damage the carvings.
Could I use steel wool instead of a scraper?
A. — Yes. Steel wool
often will work in a
situation of this kind.
But an even better bet is
to use an old, clean
toothbrush. Scrub the
carvings lightly and
carefully. Don't try to
do everything at once.
Take off a little at a
time. Sometimes the
varnish will come off
quickly, sometimes it
will take repeated efforts.

Houseware market becoming big business
r$100

OFF

New Prescriptions and Transferred Prescriptions
With This Coupons

Wynn Building Supplies
Hwy. 641 North

Benton, Ky..

527-1553

***First Year Anniversary Sale***
Mon.-Sat. April 30th-May 5th
Register for $1,000 worth of building materials to be given away.
Drawing: May 5th 3 p.m.
Giving away:
20 sq ft No

1 GAF Shingles, 1 24x16 Sun Window. Sliding Glass Door Unit,
1 6 ft Step Ladder, 2 Prs Shutters

Osmose Salt Treated Lumber
6 ft
1 68
1 95

1 x6

2x4

16 ft
14 It
31
41,
59
77

1 It

n/a , n/a
I.7
281116111 99 12.88
n/a

a ri.„

2
2.4

.

g?

,2t

'
4i

Need a deck?

11 ft
10 ft
3 çs
2 25 - 2
2 65

20 ft
Was
.n/a
nfa

n /a

ni a

vita

n a

2.81 ..
n /a

nla ,

AUtility Grade Framina Lumber
1

.

1i

14 ft
1_2 ft
10 Jr
2 c3
ij 17_7_.i_ 2l1
24012a413 4_3
.49
4,85
4.15
0
1 85
4 90
5 72

ii

18 ft.
n/a
Hid
n/a
n/a

2H

22.

18 ft.
16 ft
20 ft
2,851 3.251

3_22

s5..6OLila_
6 53

7 65

5.1g
flkJ
i

8.50

Select Economy Studs 95'
Utility Studs '1"
No. 1 Stud Grade
No 1 G.A.F Class A Self Sealing Fiberglass
. Shingles 21'°
per square 20 Yr. Limited Warranty
Roll Roofing $8" a Roll Black Only
•
No. 2 Celotex Shingles '169 per sq. ft.
5 Gallon Roof Coat '11"
/
1
4" Chip Board '3" Sheet
/
1
2" Plywood 55" Sheet
'
,
4 " Plywood 57" Sheet
5
'34" Plywood 9" Sheet
"." Pine Wood Siding R.B.B. 12" 0.C. '10" Sheet
Doors
6 Panel Prehuog Metal Insulated Door '119"
16x7 Wood No. 44 Garage Door $340"
9x7 Wood No. 24 or. Steel Garage Door '175 Each
Nails
16 Penny C.C. 50 lb. box '1649 8 Penny C.C. 50 lb. box '16"
1x 10 Resaw Decking 25' Board Ft. Good Quality
410 WeSteFri Cedek.33' Board Ft.
4x8 Perma R Styrofoam Foil One Side
/
1
2" 5470 Per Sheet
•
Y417 '5_3° Per Sheet
36" Fiberglass Shower Enclosure, sl3B Each
1" 55" Per Sheet
Prices Good As Long As Quantities Last Or Until Sat., May•Ph--::

With retail sales of ivibnily-ahcrittifet.7.3_111U-Cill• WY-IWO10_ "We rokllit*t_-1.14(1.1KL-dustries _ has sold.
about $45 billion and a new product. They hope make at the fiveday Plug into the existing wares to national
twice-yearly trade show to sell it to the nation's event would in many marketing system in catalogues such as
that attracted 1,915 retailers and cases determine order to make money," Spiegel and Lilian Vermanufacturers and. cataloguers who attend whether these small said Ms. McGovern, non and to several
about 65,000 buyers and the market to see what companies survived or who started the non- department stores, but
trade guests to Chicago is new for the coming went under.
profit business three
with more interesting
this April, the nation's selling season.
Am6ng the group years ago.
products they hoped to
housewares industry is
This year, as the 80th were Kay McGovern
Last year, home interest additional
very big business semiannual Interna- and Natalie Davis, sewers earned between customers.
Indee
tional Housewares Ex- representing Cottage In- $60 and $2,600, depenYet, at each position opened, an dustries of Evergreen ding on their Skills and
Not far from the Cothousewares market eager group of en- Park, Ill. The two tAie amount of time they tage Industries booth
there is always a trepreneurs and inven- women were showing devoted to the work.
was the Imagine
number of individuals tors was on hand with a professionally-designed
Though not the first Trading Co. display.
sepresenting the op- crop of new and unusual aprons, potholders, housewares market for
posite of bigness, who products. The orders children's toys and Cottage Industries, this
Brian Margolis, comhave gambled their they would write and the clothes and Christmas one represented the pany principal, was
decorations executed by group's most profes- showing passersby his
company's product —
about 120 elderly home sional effort, she said.
sewers.
So far. Cottage In- the "Plate-Mate."

Murray's Own
,

Weekly

DAYTONA BEACH

AUCTION
Starting May 4th
Every Friday Evening
6:30 p.m. Formerly Old
Country Store Alrno

SUPER VACATIONS - SUPER SAVINGS

SAVE UP TO 25%
on your Florida vacation at a
DAYTONA OCEANS ELEVEN RESORT.
All Inns located on the beach with
restaurants, lounges and pools.

—Consignments Welcome—

Antiques—Dishes
Appliances—Tools—
Household Items—
Furniture—Antique & Used
For More Information Call

FREE DAYTONA BEACH
VACATION FUN GUIDE
showing what to do In DAYTONA
BEACH plus what's new at the Walt
Disney World Complex. You'll also
receive SUPER SAVING rate information.

753.5292,
•

Drawing For $20.00
To Someone With
Buyer's Number

Auctioneer-C.R. Beeler
Owner/Manager-Jeff Hall

r

Call Toll Free 1-800-874-7420

XIII

s. MN*Oak Wow MO asess.FL EMU
Irni
smug mg
Please send my free Daytona Beach Vacation Fun Guide,
MEM IN
Name
'MI 1111111111 IUNIN MN
Street
NUNN KW MU
City
NAM=OCIONINSTii
Enism same NMI Jou
State
zip

•

.9

61.

•
.66
16•46-66
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•
arr••••••••••1:Cser xr...14101•1
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out of my life forever..
•
I had told my husband about this child born out of
wedlock, but I didn't tell our three children. Now, of
course, they-and the whole family-know. I will never
get over it.
BETRAYED IN FLORIDA
•

By Abigail Van Buren

Finding Birth Parents Not
Always a Happy Experience
DEAR READERS: "Curious in Florida," the
parents of three adopted children, asked me to poll
my readers to find out what to expect if their
adopted children decided to search for their biological parents. Yesterday, I gave a sample of letters
with happy endings. Today, I'm sharing other
letters with less than happy endings:
DEAR ABBY: Last September, I opened my door to a
total stranger who announced that she was my child! She
was 39 years old and I had not seen her since she was I
week old. It's a good thing I had a strong heart or [might
have had a heart attack.
My daughter looked just like her father, whose face I
had been trying to forget since he left me when I told him
I was pregnant. He said the baby couldn't be his. (It
couldn't have been anyone else's!)
My daughter was interested in the possibility that she
might come into some kind of inheritance. I gave her all
the information I had on her blood relatives. I even told
her the truth about her father, but suggested she give him
some advance warning if she intended to look him up.
She told me her adoptive parents were both dead, but
for some reason I didn't believe her.
The whole ordeal was a nightmare.
BAD SCENE IN TEXAS

166

•••

DEAR ABBY: I placed my child for adoption 27 years
ago with the understanding that the adoption records
Ile_ sealed forever,anii_the__"farevee was
lined. I was told that I would never see my child again.
That is exactly the way I wanted it, as it was the most
traumatic incident of my entire life. (I had been raped.)
A federal jtidge decided to open my records to the child I
had given away, and to make a long and very unpleasant
story *short, I had to tell my daughter that I wafited her

DEAR. ABBY: The baby I had placed for adoption 24
years ago found me. Jim phoned first and asked if I
wanted to see him. I was overcome with joy. After the
initial meeting, he came to stay with us and meet his
"new family." I'm married and have four fine children
who accepted him with open arms. It was wonderful for
me, but I'm sorry to say Jim's adoptive parents reacted
with anger and hurt upon learning that he had found us.
Jim called them and "introdue6cr the to his mother. I"
told her that I wanted to meet her if only to thank her for
the fine job she did raising him. She coldly said she didn't
think she could handle it. Then her husband took the
phone and 'said he resented the fact that they had done all
the work and now their son was falling all over us.
We feel sad that they were hurt.and hope one day they
will get over it.
JIM'S BIRTH MOTHER

DEAR ABBY: Our adopted daughter searched and
found her birth mother five years ago. After they had
been reunited, we felt unloved, unneeded, unwanted and
unappreciated. She made the search when she was 25
years old. She is now 30, and .we've never met her birth
mother, have never had any desire to meet her and would
like to forget that she even lived.
Since the daughter we raised found her "real" mother
therelationship between us has never been the same,
We will remember "Curious in Florida" in our prayers,
and hope they never have to walk the path we have
walked.
ADOPTIVE PARENTS IN NORTH CAROLINA

DEAR ABBY: I was adopted when I was less than a
week old and I have absolutely no curiosity about "who I
am:" I know who I am. I am the product of a home that
gave me all the love and support a person could want.
These adopted people who think they have to meet their
biological parents in order to find out who they are strike
me as being a little weird. You are exactly what you Take
YOU- lifeTTO-gb-digjing -ii-riUnd to
unearth what somebody buried years ago is, I think, an
invasion of privacy. .
Why should I look up people who gave me away?- They
had their chance!
I KNOW WHO I AM

Charges say TVA directors
drove cost of coal upwards
MURFREESBORO.
Tenn.(AP)- Rep. Jim
Cooper, D -Tenn.,
charges that decisions
made by the Tennessee
Valley Authority Board
of Directors in recent
years have helped drive
the Tennessee coal industry deeper into
depression.
"TVA is buying half
as much Tennessee coal
as it did eight years
ago," Cooper said Monday night at a TVA
board meeting here.
"And because. TVA is
practically _the only
buyer- of Tennessee
coal, Many of our coal
producers have been
forced out of business."
He said he hopes East
Tennessee attorney
John Waters, nominated
to the TVA board by
Sen. Howard Baker, will
help renew TVA's com-
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - The widower and
children of Dorothy Enslow Combs broke ground
Monday,on a cancer research building that will
house 25 laboratories at the University of Kentucky Albert B. Chandler Medical Center.
The Combs Cancer Research Building will be
the second phase of the McDowell Cancer Foundation at the medical center.
The first phase, for treatment of the disease, is
the Lucille Parker Markey Cancer Center. The
Combs building is intended to facilitate new
developments in cancer research, making them
applicable to treatment method.
Leslie Combs II, his son Brownell Combs II
and Juliette Combs Trapp wielded shovels for
the groundbreaking ceremony adjacent to the.
_
medical center'. . The building will include animal care space,
specialised research labs, general labs, office
and conference rooms. .
UK President Otis A. Singletary welcomed
spectators and Haden Kirkpatrick recalled Mrs.
Combs' life.
.
"My mother died of cancer of the pancreas in
1968 But she was very active in fundraising for

•

6.16.

cancer even before she knew she had cancer,"
Brownell Combs said.
---MIDDLESBORO, Ky.(AP) -- The U.S. Department of Housing and. Urban Devekipment has
allocated $1 million to help pay for a new wastewater treatment plant in Middlesboro..
The money will be combined with $8 million in
federal, state and local money to acquire land
and begin 'construction. of the plant and several
new collector and interceptor sewer lines for the
city.
The construction work, which could begin this
summer, would bring the area 60 ,temporary
jobs, while the completed project would enable
businesses to expand _and increase permanent
hiring, said the biii-Ce of U.S. Rep. Harold
Rogers, which announced the HUD grant.
•
---•
SHELBYVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A 19-year-old
Shelbyville man Was killed Monday when he was
struck by a hayrack that flew off a pickup truck
about 21,4i miles north of Shelbyville, authorities
said.
The victim, Anthony W. Davis, was riding on a
tractor driven by David Shields, 21, of
Shelbyville, when the accident occurred, state
police said.
The the hayrack flew off a truck driven by
Ralph- Peed, 68, of Shelbyville, as the two
vehicles passed on Kentucky 53 about 9:10 a.m.
Davis Was pronounced dead at King's
Daughtersi - Hospital in Shelbyville by _ Shelby
County Deputy Coroner Tommy Sampson.
-BEREA, Ky. (AP) - Alex Haley, author of
"Roots" and "An Autobiography of Malcolm X,"
has been elected a trustee of Berea College.
Berea President Willis D. Weatherford said
Haley shared the college's values and commitment to Appalachia, the work ethic and interracial and Christian education.
Haley lectured at Berea last week and has said
he will return to research a novel about
Appalachia.

LUNCH?
Looking For Something
Deliciously Different?
Why Not Try Grannys —
This Areas Newest And
Most Unique Dining Experience
* WEDNESDAY
*Shrimp casserole
•Sauted Chicken Livers
•
* THURSDAY
.
*Corn Beef & Cabbage
*Chicken & Rice
*FRIDAY
- *Chicken Curry
*Liver & Onions

Try These New Spring Specials
Vegetable Platter/Chicken Salad
Tuna Salad/Monte Cristo
Vegetable Sandwich
LUNCH SERVED 11-2
talin
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Closed Mon
Sun 11-3

wiurrny

Tuei.-Thurs
11-9
Fri -Sat
11-10

Ken titc4y

mitment to "put
thousands of people in
Tennessee back to
work."
During 114onday
night's meeting, the
TVA board voted to approve $18.5 million out
of about $50 million
necessary to remove
and replace cracked
pipes at Unit 1 of
Brown's Ferry Nuclear
Plant in Alabama.
The board also approved $2t7,000 to add to
$478,000 in a trust fund
to pay for the reburial of
Cherookee Indian remains dug up to build
the Tellico Dam in East
Tennessee.
The TVA board also
came under fire for not
completing its Columbia
Dam project.
A trio of Sixth District
congressional candidates took turns ad-

monishing the TVA
Monday night with
Franklin Democrat Bob
Moore accusing board
members of "being
responsible for one of
the mojet flagrant
abuses ot the people's
trust in federal history.
"You are going to be
identified with one ofthe
most disgraceful
governmental debacles
of all time," Moore said.
TVA Board members
told a congressional
committee in February
they have no plans to
urge completion of the,
dam but would do so if
directed by-Congress.
State Rep. Martin Sir,
D-Lewisburg,. said TVA
would be reversing its
commitment to
residents who have paid
for the dam in their electric bills for the past 20
years.

PUBL
IC NOTICES
BECAUSE THE PEOPLE MUST MOW"
*.\(
(Editor's Note: Public Notice advertisins ploys a snipe
eels both in American history aid le the precise by
which this ceeetry's democracy is preserved. Its as
premise that people mut be informed * they ere to
prow themselves cempetentiy. Public Notice edvertisins first cow into helm, with the Compose of 1712.
That body, recepizies its repowilNy to the people,
required the Postmaster General to edverthe for bids
for the ciisstractise if new past *Mss. From that IsIssalsieirs twohming to the complex pehlketise re"Arsenous in Morel, state end local laws today,
pygmies*.officials have come more wW mere to
enderstend- their oblipilus to Worm the pubic
tine* Palk Netke odyertisiee. Newspapers suer the
years hove bun the vehicle by which these gelipties
have Wyse %Belled. They will euthme t• be es lug u
the public demands the it be informed framer* and
by the best mass possible.)

LEGAL NOTICE

'LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE
1983 UNPAID CITY OF
MURRAY PROPERTY TAXES
Listed below are individuals, firms and corporaticins which have failed t6 pay An City of Mar- ray Property Taxes. The amount set opposite the
taxpayers name is the amount of delinquent taxes
and includes penalty, interest and publication
cost. Unpaid property taxes will become a lien
upon the described properties.
Jo Crass,
City Clerk
Name, Bill No., Location
Amount
Adams., Keith, 27, Coach Estates
13.93
Allen. Kenneth, 75, 506 Pine.... .
17.45
Allen, Terry, 77, Riviera Courts .
. .18.63
Arnos; SiiSari Nance",_84,..Riviera courts:- ._.7.96
Bailey. Max, 158, Fox Meadows .
.27.60
Bear, Bobby, 239, Fox Meadows
16.50
Beaugard, Georgia, 243, Spruce Street
5 87
Bizzell, Lame, 308, Whitnell Ave
140.32
Blanton, Virginia & Luke, 336.
Spruce St
90.87
Bolen, Lee, 358, 4th & Chestnut
166.21
I.
Boyd & Majors. 400, 103 No. 12th
144.94
Boyd & Majors, 401, No. 12th
202.91
Boyle. Marvin or Verta-, 424, 2-2-11
21.33
Brayboy. Richard, 425, Fox Meadows
16.93
Brigham, Jay Lynn. 488, Dawn Hts
329.63
Bukler, Lloyd, 544, Plainview
195.18``
Catlett. George E., 686, 19-26-11A
17.45
Catlett, Yvonne, 687, 10-26-14
32.90
Cavitt, Gloria, 691. 205 Spruce
102.44
Cavitt, Teresa, 693, 100 Spruce St.
141.10
Chester, Bobby. 713, Tr. 1-8-10
19.77
Clark. Lynn W., 751. 907 Vine.
208.32
Coata. Terra, 771, 9-27-4 1st St
Cochrum, Marlin, 783, Fox Meadows
Conkright, Jerry M., 854.
1719 Magnolia
.
Cunningham, Al. 953, Fox Meadows
Cunningham, Larry, 964, Fox Meadows
-Cunningham, Maxine, 967.
1105 Sycamore
D-Al-Les, Inc., 990, TR 9, Traitors
Darnell, Jesse, 1008. Riviera Courts
Dibble, Ralph. 1044, 1400 Sycamore

Foster, Drake 8z Ann, 1429, 204 Pine
63.00
Foster, Willie Lee, 1433. 411 N. 2nd
79.21
Fuson, Sam C., 1473; 905 N. 18th
195.15
Gammons, L.D„ 1.512, 9.30-1A
587
Gardner, Ronald J., 1515. 51-60
86.99
Gilbert, Vernon & Martha, 1586.
R. R. St •
9-29-2
13.60
Goad, Steven, 1607, W. Main, 2-9-1A.
183.59
Graves, Linda J., 1637, N. 1st & C. St.
13,60
Gresham, John & Wanda Jenkins. 1660,
418..S. 8th..124.88

616 .6, i
Ir.

"..0.0i0.140.0111•02.....p.••••-••••
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Wilson, William L.. -4983! Northwood

-
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.206.77
16.50
266.66
202.88

16.07
16.50
151.32

5.10

•••

•

' 5.87
222.27

g-6

--Wilford,
r e 490aFatiVe
Williams, Danny, 4915, Riviera Courts
Williatns. Frances, 4919. Riviera Courts

-Our
I•

295.64
172.00

Walker, Robert, 4710, Fox Meadows..ob•
7,13
Walls, Raymell. 4733. Old Concord- Rd.
9 72
Walls, Walter. 4735, Bishop View., .
. .110.17
Wells, Billy..4818. 41-178A
. 112.78
WellS. Billy T., 4819, No. 14th Ext.'.
. 49.34

:
••••••

31.87
16.07
253.14

Talebi, Tom, 4415. Coach Estates
15.68
‘
Tefft, -Donald H.. 4450, Plainview Ac'.
264.71
Thomas, Donnie, 4461. Riviera Courts
17.37
Thomas. Jerry, 4463. TR. 1-8-10
19.77
Thomas, Kenneth W.. 4464,
900 Stratford
151.32
Thorn. Jeff. 4491. Riviera Courts
10-52
Thorpe. Bobby L., 4496, 9-19-3. 4
97.04
Thurman, Betty J., 4499, 1315.Kirkwood 272.45
Tidwell, Sheila, 4528. Fox Meadows
.21.19
Townsend. Ray. 4551. 802 Sharp
179.73
Vaughn. Jerry. 4645, Broad St.
94.73
Voorkes, Jerry G.. 4666. Peggy Ann
.341.22
Waddell, Paul R.. 4669, 805 Sycamore
334.27

658.83
94.73

36.83
8.17

;!.
•

Sigma Pi Housing Corp..: 4132, 1614 Olive 411.54
Singleton, J.. 4151. Pine St.
7.40
Smith, Harold R., 4180, Plainview
257.00
Sparks. Maggie M.. 4251. 400 1st -6.63
Spencer. Jesse, 4256. 11-12-11
218.37
.Stalls, Herman Euin. 4270,
Plainview Acres
.
272.45
Steffy. David, 4305, Fox Meadows
17.37

40.39
114.04
198.25

Hubbard. Louise, 2055. 105 Pine St.... ..
Hubbard Louise. 2056. 1st St.. 9-27-3

-v.--

Lough. Robert S.. 2661. 1620 Miller
218.37
Lowe, Delia, 2681, Coach Estates
19.92
Manner. Emmanuel, 2724. 301 N. 8th
125.63
Massey, Sherill, 2746, Fox Meadows
16.50
Mathis, Glen, _2754, Fox Meadows
17.78
'Mathis, Wayne, 2757, 8-2-6
86.99
McDaniel, Lubie D.. 2847, Court Square 164.26
McDonald, Phillip L., 2852, 1628 Farmer 249.25
McPherson, Marion E., 2920, 9-31-10.
Bolen St
40.64
Mercer, Charles W., 2941a, 1002 Main
141.10
Merrell, George I-L, 2942, 1504 Henry
263.18
Michaux, William M., 2947. 1102 Mulberry102.44
Morton, Harold M..
.Jr:, 31Q2, .
_
_
_
14"wy. -641 41-74
63.85
Morton. Lexie, .3104, Garden Addition
83.14

Rutledge, Havana, 3947, 503 N. 2nd
Rutledge. Pete, 3949. 312 S. 9th
SWK Company, Inc.. 3970,
Improve:* Only
Scott; Delius. 4018. Riviera Courts
Scott, Donald G.. 4019. 217
15th
Scott, Donald G., 4020. 215 S. 13th

187.44
44.66
18.20
48.36

8.17,
-13.52
-25:47144.94
.9.67
14.79
13.60
40.64

Humphreys, Ann, 2093, 211 N. 13th r._.
. .67.67
-Humphreys. Anna. 2-094, 979-13.
• 149.28
Humphreys, Anna F., 2095, 406 N. 5th
117.91
Humphreys. Leslie. 2101, N..16th
260.88
Humphreys, Leslie R., 2102, 1109 Vine .
192.87
Humphreys, Leslie R., 2103, 503 Pine
100.90
Humphreys. Leslie R., 2105, 4-5-22
168.14
Hutson, 0. H., 2146, Keenland
314.96
Jeffrey, James, 2211, N. 18th . _
156.54
Jones, Lawrence D.,'2321. Bagwell
253.14
Kemp, Charles, 2394, 1600 Ryan Ave.
110.17
King, Jerry D., 2443, 209 E. Pine
Landoll, Inc., 2536, Poplar St..
9
.6
72
9127
00
Landrum. Gloria & Clovis
.•
& C. Willis, 2538-, Pooltown
17.45
Lane, Linda A., 2541,-1507 Clayshire
253.14
Lee, Billy Joe, 2602, TR 1-8-10
5 10
Lee, Frecir- 2605‘; TR 1-9-10
-6133

Roberts. Hugh, 3800. Wadesboro Rd.
Robinson, J.D., 3819, Riviera Courts
Rogers. Glen. 3835, Keenland
Rowland, Randy L. & Esta
Torian, 3920, S. 12th .
Rutledge, Anthony, 3946, 405 N. 1st

384.49
16.50
17.78 -

Harding, Bert. 1761. N. 2nd
Hargrove, Linda, 1770, Riviera Co'tirt
HaydEri-TGA1y,"1843. Fox Meadows
Hayden,. Wilma J.,1844, 513 Beale St.
Hensler, Al.. 1893. Riviera 'Courts .
Hensler, Al, 1894. Riviera Courts
Hensler,- Mary & Al. 1895, TR. 1-8-10
Hornbuckle: Charlie, 2010. 215 N. 2nd

LEGAL NOTICE

Nelson. William D.. 3222. Effie Morris
Plat
147.27
Newberry. John C., 3226, 101 N. 17th
210.64
Newberry, Steve. 3227. Fox Meadows..
18.20
Gateman, G.D., 3270. Riviera Courts
7 97
Parham. John, 3377, Pooltown
. 52.23
Payne, Eusheki, 3503.409 N. 2nd
42.95
Pea, Ronnie L., 3509. 1627 Miller '
142.63
_
_
--_--Perry, Willie, 3538, Fox Meadows
Perry. Willie. 3539. 407 N. 2nd •
71.5A
Perry, Willie E.. 3541, 408 1st St
59.96
Phares, Mike, 3544. Fox Meadows
18.20
Poe, Joseph D., Jr., 3579, Asti St.
5.87
Pritchett. Sheila, 3606. Fox Meadows
17.37
Ramsey. Richard A., 3654. Roberts Ind. 51.14
Richardson. Charles D.. 3734. 41F-2-8
52.12

9 72
16.07

Elkins. Dale, 1209, Riviera Courts
Fain. Jimmy, 1281, 1-140 18th St.,1,
Fain. Jimmy. 1282, 1903 Gatesboro
Fain, Jimmy M., 1284, 7-12-18, 19
Sycamore
Fain, Jimmy M., 1285. 423 S. 9th

111.••

And Republican candidate Joe Simpkins of
Franklin, said the people of the 6th District
werehurt by TVA when
it mothballed the Hartsville nuclear plant, and
the same thing is now
happening through
TVA's failure to finish
the 1265 million dam
project.
Attorney Frank Fly,
who represents opponents of the dam,
pointed to that while
TVA has said the dam
would protect 43 structurea_frorn flooding. 26(1
familes would have to
be moved.
While 3,000 acrs of
farmland would be protected by the dam,
12,000 acres of farmland
would have to be impounded in order for the
dam to be constructed,
Fly said.

LEGAL NOTICE

Kentucky News In Brief
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP)- Commonwealth's
Attorney Jim McDaniel says that two people will
testify that Terry Lane Jottnson .confessed to
them that he killed his .19-year-old former
girlfried in March 1982.
In his opening statement Monday to a jury in
Owensboro, McDaniel said that Lynn Fredell, a
felon currently serving time, said Johnson, 22,
told him over a poker game at a local motel he
killed Candy Camfield "but didn't mean to."Johnson originally was charged with the
murder in April 1982, but the charges were dropped for lack of evidence. Ms. Carnfield died from
a severe blow to the head, which police say was
caused by a27-pound concrete block.
•
A warrant
reissued in December 1983,
because police said they had uncovered new
evidence.
McDaniel also said that Jerry Hicks, another
' inmate, told him that she was riding in a car with
Johnson when he leaned over and said "Candy,I
didn't mean to kill you." She said Johnson was
drunk at the time.
Witnesses in the trial Monday included coroners and pathologists. who testified that hair
found on Ms. Camfield's body did not belong to
Johnson and that blood found on Johnson's
jacket when he was arrested was not Ms.
Camfield's.
The prosecution will continue its case today.
_
Johnson is being held in the Owensboro jail
during the trial. He was transferred from the
Kentutky_mae- Reformatory I al La Grange.
where he was serving time for burglary.
---FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A $22.8 million
operating budget, which includes $1.9 million for
student aid, has been approved by the Kentucky
State University Board of Regents for fiscal
1984-85.
The board on Monday also approved tuition
rates-established by the Council on Higher
Education and OK'd the hiring of five new faculty members.
Beginning next fall, tuition for undergraduate
Kentucky residents will climb to $415, up $27 over
the current rate, while the cost for resident
graduate students will be $457, up $30. For nonresident undergraduates, the new tuition will be
$1,245, up $80, with the cost for non-resident
graduate students to be $1,370, up $91.
Two of the new faculty members will help KSU
correct deficiencies cited last year by the
Southern Asqpciation of Colleges and Schools,
which said the school needed more faculty
members in its elementary education, physical
education, business and social work programs.
The only remaining deficiency is in elementary
education.
In other action, the board said it would confer
honorary degrees at the May 12 commencement
on Dr. Lewis W. Cochran, executive vice president at KSU and formerly vice president for
academic affair's at the Univrsity of Kentucky;
Dr. Thomas A. Spragens, who until recently was
a consultant to KSU:s president and is.a former
president of Centre College at Danville; and Dr.
Williams Exum, retired athletic director and
chairman of KSU's physical education
department,
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National Nurses Day observance .
to be held for honored personnel

Funeral directors informed
I I.
to notify publ
ic of costs
WASHINGTON (AP)
--. America's funeral
directors are required
to offer detailed cost
statements starting
Monday. a service they

say they are now ready
to provide despite nearly a dozen years of
debate over the idea.
Already mandatory in
many states, the itemiz-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

66 SymbvIfor
thallium
67 Goal

Answer to Previous Puzzle

National Nurses Day
will be Sunday, May 6.
This day of eecogni.
tion which was created

ed stfements are now
required nationwide
under a Federal Trade
Commission regulation.
That rule also calls on
funeral directors to provide cost information to
consumers via
telephone. Other provisions, prohibiting
misleading statements
about embalming and
casket requirements,
took effect in January.
With the potential
now for comparison
shopping for funeral
services, all consumers
are bound to benefit
with fairer prices,"
Jack Gillis., public relations director of the Consumer Federation of
America, said of the

approximately three
years ago was formed to

OKAY fv\ARCIE HAND ME
MY DRIVER AND A BALL...

schools

nursing service to aid
Injured war victims of

WWKINDOPABALL
DO YOU uJANT 5IR?

and

dedication.
Since Florence
Nightingale began
organized competent

lift4

hospice nurses
who volunteer their services to cancer patients

all nurses who
the public with
kindness, patience and

honor
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A
0
Derrick Dodd,age 3, poses with Billy Bob. Der
19 Wine cup
8 Spanish pot
new regulation.
rick collected $216.00 in a recent Muscular
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A
S
EN
ERA
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32 Mountain
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consumer will make.
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31 Stay
24 Roman date 42 Fuel
ing in terms of making
57 Born
33 Three-toed
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that purchase easier,"
.
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Gillis said,
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'
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In March, however, and ,
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52
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Children.who raised $25.00 or more pose with
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ss
Ilso
by Zeus
•
Billy Bob. Fruit) left to right: Mary P'Pool, CurMorris Nilsen now says
fri"Vdre
.
!ei
tis Burkeen, Trivia Nelson, Ashley Gilson,
profound
his. 14.000 - members
63 Figure
Steven, Moore and Derrick Dodd. Not pictured
across the nation are
, 65 Redacts
are Meghan Buck and Joey Mehr.
ready to comply.

The list goes on to include

their families;
psychiatric nurses who
provide rehabilitation
for the mentally ill; instructors at nursing

serve

the 1800's, nurses have
expanded their roles so
they touch the lives of
everyone with specialized care.

School nurses promote the health of the
children; geriatric
nurses care for aging
parents; public health

nurses travel into
homes to bring help to
shut-ins; and, of course,
hospital nurses care for
those who are acutely

part of the "helping profession" — a nurse.
"Sigma Theta Tau,
the national honor society of nursing, would like
to honor all nurses who
demonstrate excellence
in nursing," said Amber

Lester, a spokesman for
the

local

Your Individual Horoscope

YOU•MIND
WOULD
........
OBSERVING PROPER
GOLF ETIQUETTE
THERE,misTER?

_--

DV\ SORRY, BUT MY PETS
DRIVING. ME NUTS
11'5
OUTFIT r.1
TALKING ABOUT

(Apr. 20to May 20)
A partner may seem

too
possessive. You may attend a
charity function. Travel and
dealings with advisers are fortunate.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Investment opportunities
are presented to you. A "coworker is envious. You have
luck in dealing with financial
institutions.

To
COME?

I TOLD I-11M
TI-IERE WAS SOME
POPCORN HE
HADN'TGEEN
YET

returns to you. Favorable.
employment offers are extended. Career strivings pay
off.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 toSept.
Someone could be jealous of
your intellectual accomplishments. Creativity is
accented. Lucky invitations
arrive.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -Seek advice about a complicated career matter.
Mortgage-hunters have luck.
A family member's fortunes
turnforthebetter:
SCORPIO

egal

•-r d THERE'S SO

MUCH
TO DO,I DON'T KNOW
WHERE TO sTAP-r

W e

(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Be less suspicious of others'
motives. Heart-to-heart talks
clarify issues and bring
greater understanding. Travel
is lucky.
SAGITTARIUS

happy.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22toJan. 19) Via
The unattached may fall in
love. Hobbies are highlighted.
The evening hours favor going
out for good times.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
"'
You're able to bring cheer to
the less fortunate. Domestic
interests are happily emphasized. Invite others over
tonight.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
An invitation to visit friends

PEORIA, Ill. (AP) —
Convicted Watergate
burglar G. Gordon Liddy

says the problem
with tnost Americans is
that they have a "deep
and abiding belief in the
Easter Bunny."
"There's something
different about us — different from people of
Europe, Africa, Asia,"
Liddy told about 800 people gathered Monday

AM PRINCE WOAWO GUARDIAN OF
THE NECKLACE OF SOLOMON. I
STOLE IT FROhi 1.40,91E LIKE A
FOOL TO IMPRE55 A GIRL
AT THE RE-P DRAGON.

night at Bradley University to hear him.
"The vast majority of
our fellow cithriens live

I

WAM. WHO Me
THE GIRL?

knowledge and kindness
of a professional nurse?
May 6 is the day you can

Ba
sal
'art
753

pal
tot
col
avi
BI
Cei

=FraacesDrake-,

lives of illusion," Ise
said. "Either they are
unable at all to comprehend the real world'
or, if they can, they tend
to turn away from it and
&Nun the harsher
aspects of it."
On Watergate, Liddy,
said he regrets only that
the break-in failed, saying that "any success is
brilliant and anyi failure
is stupid."
"/
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NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Sealed proposals will be received by the Murray Public
Schools Board of Education at the office of the Board. Murray, Kentucky. until 1200 noon C.D.S.T.. Thursday. May
10. 1984. for the furnishing of labor, materials, services
and equipment required to complete Paving, Roofing, Pain-.
ting - Murray Public Schools. Murray. Kentuck y At the appointed time and place all proposals will be publicly opened and read.
Specifications and bid form may be obtained at the Board
Office, 814 Poplar Street. Murray. Kentucky
,.._PrOposals shall be in accordance with the Kentucky Procurement Code, KRS 45A.345 to 45A.460. and the award
shall be made on the basis of the lowest bid price. There
will be no- competitive negotiation. In the event that the
lowest bid exceeds dux avelleble fonds all bids will be
rejected.
Any bid received after time set for opening bids will be
returned, unopened to the bidder.
No bid may be withdrawn, after time Set for opening bids.
for :a period of sixty days.
The Owner reserves the right to reject any and all bids
and to waive any informalities therein
MURRAY PUBLIC SCHOOLS BOARD OF EDUCATION
By: Robert Glin Jeffrey, Superintendent

72) DP

Belief in 'Bunny
probleni says Liddy
YOU NEED TO PIX
OUQ ROOP,THE
SCREEN CtOOR
AND
THE SINI
.
9

agine health care
delivery without the

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

41244

(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You.mayreceive a raise or
bonus. A friend whose luck is
down seem bitter. Fortunate
work developments make you

1-10W
DIP YOU
GET

"A unique and irreplaceable service to
society is provided by
nurses. Can you im-

should be accepted. Don't the arts. You May be especialbecome involved in a problem ly talented in the writing of
that. -doesn't -90119431,41- -you-.- --poetFy Of -fiction. Yee-hare- ar
Write letters.
sympathetic nature and would
make a fine physician or
YOU BORN TODAY work counselor. Once you gain
ARIES
well with others despite the security, you need to ward off
(Mar,21 to Apr 19) gYil
k4 fact that you are a private per- a tendency to rest.on your
Things pick up dramatically son. You're inclined to dream
laurels. Don't ever let yourself
by the end of the day. Someone and may not be as practical as become lethargic. Birth date
returns a favor. Career striv- the typical member of your of: Bing Crosby,-entertainer;
ings will meet with success.
sign. Your imagination, Lorenz Hart, lyricist; and
though, brings you success in Benjimin Spock, physician.
TAURUS

(July 23to Aug.22)
Good you've done in the past

ODIE!GET AV/AY FROM TWAT
TREE! GARFIELD!GET OUT
OF THAT
SAND TRAP,
•

commitment to increase
the knowledge base of
nursing practice which
will in turn improve the
health of the public,"
Ms. Lester said.

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
start...Say read_lhe_ forecast
-given for your birth sign.

LEO

I MINK IVE JUST
BROKEN THE
RHYMING 13ARRIE,R

at

professional nurses, Ms.
Lester added.
"Nurses in the
organization have a

FOR WEDNESDAY, MAY 2, 1984

though social prospects improve. Friends go out of their
way for you. Ask for favors.

ONE , TWO,
BUCKLE .MY SHOE-THREE, FOUR;
SHUT THE
DOOR!

chapter

and purposes of nursing
and to recognize superb
scholarship and leadership achievement of

Murray State show a nurse your apUniversity.
preciation for the vital
The purpose of STT role fulfilled by the
with over 64,000 nurse," said Ms. Lester.
members is to foster
Sigma Theta Tau
high professional stan- members would like to
dards, strengthen com- take this opportunity to
mitment to the ideals say "We Salute You."

ISO

a_

who

instill
knowledge and encourage professional
standards for those
students striving to be a

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
A child is prone to tantrums,

B

-

Till: NII RHAI

-

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Farmers Home Administration
(FmHAJ will lease the following properties for cash for the 1984 crop year. Sealed bids will be accepted at the FmHA office, 104 Nowth 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky, and will be publicly opened at 3:06
PM on Friday, May 4, 1984.
The properties are as follows:
1. Approximately 81.2 crop acres located just
South of Highway 464 on Hwy. 1836,
2. Approximately 88.1 crop acres located
North of Kirksey on Hwy. 299.
3. Approximately 41.5 crop acres located near
Hwy. 464 and Hopkins Short Road,
4. 2757 lbs. burley tobacco base.
5. 654 lbs. burley base.
6. 1.16 acres fire-cured tobacco base.
For additional information, contact
Ronald W. Nelson, County Supervisor,
telephone 753-0162.
'The Government reserves the right to
rejeat any or all bids.
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NOTICE OF SALE
OF PERSONAL
PROPERTY AT
PUBLIC AUCTION

NOTICE
IS
HEREBY GIVEN by
Colwell
Mortgage
Corporation in accordance
with
the
Uniform Commercial
Code as the holder arrd
secured party of that
Installment Contract
and Disclosure Statement
"Security
Agreement")
executed by William
Brant and Patricia A.
Brant July 16. 1982.
which is now in
default, that the property described below
will be publicly offered for sale and sold
'to the highest bidder,
for cash, cashier's

check or other "good"
funds on May 15, 1984
at 10:00 o'clock a.m.
at: Stark's Brothers
Mobile Homes, Rt. 9,
Box 40 Benton,' KY
4202.5 1983 Elcona
Elcritia Mobile /pine
Size'70x14 w[7)04 exp.
Serial No. A 31697
13324
with
refrigerator
and
stove.
The proceeds of

said shall be -applied
toward the satisfaction
of
the
indebtedness secured
by said Security
Agreement which is
$21,497.20 as of this
date, plus accrued
finance charges, attorney's fees, and
costs and expenses of
repossession and sale.
Seller reserves the
right to bid at said
sale. Successful bidder shall be obligated
to pay applicable
sales taxes, if any. in
addition to sales price
at the time of sale.
DATED this 25th
day of April, 1984.
Colwell
Mortgage
Corporation
By
Marilyn Green.

Sealed'bids will
be accepted for
the upkeep of
Temple
Hill
Cemetery
through May 51984.
Bids-may be given:
to John Grogan,
Bob Nanny or Kenton Woodall.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

1"
.

40.11.41

2

Notice

HAPPI
6TH
BIRTHDAY,
ALYSON.
Love,
Lindsay
FLIPPENS Hillbilly
Barn, (Old Bldg.) for
sale to be moved. Bids
are being accepted. Call
753-8214 before 6p.m.
GLIDDEN Spread Wall
paint. $6.99 per gallon
for white and stock
colors. Over 1,000 colors
available. Color extra.
Blacks Decorating
Center, 701 S. 4th St.

DAILY
C8'.'sR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE
AT

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617
3. Card

of Thanks

CARD OF
THANKS
The family of Ira
Taylor would like'
to thank the people
of Murray and
Hazel for the food,
flowers, calls and
prayers. We were
deeply touched by
the
beautiful
wreath sent by the
friends Of Hazel. A
special thanks to
John Dale and Bob
Carey
for
tlie
thoughtful service
and to the singers
of the Hazel Church
of. Christ who contributed in making
the
service
so
memorable.
Thanks also the
friends and coworkers of the
Murray- Calloway
County Hospital for
their love and support and also for
the excellent care
they gave to Ira.
Thanks
to
the
Miller
Funeral
Horne_for their professional service.
Mrs. Ira Taylor
and family

6. Help

Wanted

LADY to live in with
Invalid lady. Room,
board and salary. 7591661.
STUDENT OPPORTUNITY. Want to earn money
based on personal worth?
Last summer 1000
students in college program earned an average
of $260 per week. Phone
443-6460, between 8 and 10
AM for appointment.
NOW I-Tiring Truck
Drivers. No experience
necessary. 35,000 to
40,000 year possible.
For info call 219-932-1003
also open evenings.
MATL! $75
per hundred
No experience. Part or full
time. Start Immediately. Details send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41.
Box 9014, Stuart, FL.
33495.
UNITED Safety Ass.
Part time opportunity
$100-$170 a week. 10-15
hrs./week. Call collect
for interview 642-4644.

PRoctss

9. Situation

Wanted

ACCORDIATED
teacher will tutor
students after school or
in the summer. For
details call 753-7129.
WANT job caring for
anyone hopsitalized or
homebound. Have
transportation and references. 3 years experience. Willing to
work 7a.m. to 4p.m.
Monday through Friday. Will also do house
cleaning or babysitting.
Call 753-7129 anytime.
WILL babysii in my
home. East Calloway
School District,
436-2106.
WILL babysit in my
home. Days and afternoons. 641 Hwy. In
Hazel. 492-8888.
WILL plow and disk
gardens at reasonable
rates. Call 759-4107
10. Business Opportunity
MINIATURE Golf
Courses. Outdoors. Indoors. Excellent
Financing. Immediate
Installation. Minimum
$4,900. MINI-GOLF, 202
Bridge Street, Jessup,
PA 18434. (717) 489-8623TAXIDERMY: Class
and training to begin
June 5th. Deadline for
application and fee is
May 20th. For course
outline and application
call or write: Dickle's
Taxidermy, Rt. 4. Box
278 1/2, Paris, Tenn.
38242 901-642-5104.
14. Want to Buy
LATE model outboard
motor preferrably 115
Mercury. 753-6250.
WANTED to buy: Hardwood timber. Call
753-0338.
15. Articles for

Sale

QUASAR Video Re.
corder with-remote
control. 68 /week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 753°595.
SPEED Queen Washing
Machine, needs repair.
$25 or best offer. 7535 Lost and Found
3711.
black Shepherd MINI Washer-Dryer.
type male dog on Ut- Wired for 110 volt, very
terback Road near good condition. Call
Skating Rink. Has col- 753-8964 after 5p.m. or
leave message anytime.
lar. Call 753-1495.

TOUND

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 376.00
Opened
377.00
Today
1.00
Up

;.

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
8.93
Opened
Today
8.96
Up
.03

Compliments of:

SILVER CUSTOM
J(WELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
GOLD &

753-7113
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 1041 Daily, 12-5 Sunday

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
Work Guaranteed
World cof Scourici
222 S. 12th St.

753-5865

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

70%

OFF EVERYTHING

STARKS HARDWARE
12th & Poplar
SECRETARY - RECEPTIONIST
IN DENTAL OFFICE
.
•Involves Typing,Fling, Bookkeeping,
Phone
use
Scheduling
and
appointments.
•A multifaceted job with a lot of
responsibility
•Enjoys working with and helping
others.
Please send resume to P.O. Box
1040K, Murray.

"K•1 Kth 1.1

-

• •••

Articles for

15

Sale

24. Miscellaneous

Houses for

Rent

2 BR brick, kitchen
12 PC. place setting of ALL Wood storage
Haviland China plus building. 8x12 $795, 8x16 appliances furnished. 8
miles southeast of
extras. $500 firm. Send $995. 10x16 $1,195. 12x16
responses to P.O. Box $1,495. 12x24 $1,995. Murray. Married
Free delivery within 100 couple only. References
1040B, Murray.
2 PAIRS of drapes. miles. We have a large and deposit, 492-8594
Green Brocade. Living selection in stock. Acree after 6p.m.
room 80x109, dining Portable Buildings, 3 BR, garden spot,
Southwest Elementary
room 80x85. Call 753- Mayfield, Ky. 247 7831.
7519.
BEAUTY Shop School District, 4 miles
CAMOUFLAGE Army Equipment for sale. west of Murray on 84
pants for men and boys. Call after 5p.m. Hwy. $225/month. No
pets. 753-4406 or
Army boots. Jerry's 435 4568.
Sporting Goods, 6th and BRAND new "Hug the 435-4119.
Walnut, Mayfield. 247- wall" beige plush re- 6 ROOM house 3 BR, 1
4704.
cliner chair. A short Bath. College Farm
FRIGIDAIRE chest wheel base camper, Rd., $175. Also house
type freezer, 2 years good condition. All Lynn Grove. COLE.
old, $150 or will trade purpose coat, navy MAN RE, 753-9898.
for good used washer 9/10. Afghan. 753 3189.
and dryer. Can be seen CLEARY Satellite 36 For Rent Of Lease
at A-14 Fox Meadows System, 10 ft.
FOR Rent. 30 acres for
Trailer Ct.
fiberglass, $1,550 in- beans or popcorn.
Hwy.
stalled. 11 ft. systems, 732. 502-554-2947
$1,700 installed
4-Sale
436-2835. We service 38. Pets•Supplies
what we sell.
Good solid treated
PURE-BRED black
FOR Sale Washer and
railroad ties $9.00
Labrador Retriever pups.
dryer, Ebtide boat and
AKC Registered. 5-6
each.
trailer, 12 ga. shotgun.
weeks old. 753-1292 or
All in good condition.
753-2905
753-8973.
435-4319 435-4343 753-8923.
LW B Topper, 3 h.p._
---Johnson cabbard Mint, 41 Public Safes
trade. 436-5806.
16. Home Furnishings
TV -Radio
10 PIECE Pit Group. 26
rust color, $500. King
size bed. $175. Call
Satellite Antenna
759-4541.
806 Coldwater
$1449.00
25'' QUASAR Color
Road
Drek• Receivair,
Console TV., 68/week.
10'
8-5 All Week
Heavy Daly Dish 1. AioUnt
Itudolph Goodyear, 753_ _
Sales & Service
0595
Refrigerators,
ANTIQUE wig dresser,
CLAYTON'S TV
ranges, couches,
solid oak kitchen
753-7575
odd chairs, tables &
cabinet. 759=4568 after
REPOSSESSED Rechairs, glassware,
5p.m.
mote Control T V
fruit jars, horse col
Clayton's TV.753-7575
lars, wood stoves
Cryts Used
Many other items.
SATELLITE TELEVISION
Office Furniture
Installed, sales tax and
4 3 . Real Estate
1016 Jefferson
labor included. 9 ft.
Paducah
spun dish $1549. 12 ft.
442-4302
Mesh Star Dish $1995.
STROUT
NEW SHIPMENT
WOOD TV
,
REALTY
Desk, chairs and files
FultonAy. 472-3704

GARAGE
SALE

We now have electric
typewriters,
adding
machines, folding tables,
bookcases, print files, two
drawer and four drawer file
cabinets

Used but nice
Open Mon. Sat
197 Farm

Equipment

2 BR furnished mobile
home central heat and
air, security deposit
required. 753-4808.
2 RR with central air,
new furniture. Call
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
3 BEDROOM trailer for
rent. Keniana $150 a
month. Call 436-5364.
'TRAILER for rent.
Brandon Dill Dill's
Trailer Ct

135 M.F Diesel with
plow, disc - and cultivator. 265 M.F. Diesel
w low, disc and
cultivator. 12 h.p. M.F.
Lawn Mower, electric
start. 489-2110.
Sale front end 30. Business Rentals
loader for Massey. COMMERICAL buildFerguson tractor. ing, 901 Coldwater
Manually operated Road. Ideal location for
bucket. Good condition._ "doctors office or other
$350. 753-5927. Call after type of business. For
4:30p.m.
more information, call
502-236-2158, nights.
2 2 . Musical
Days 502-236-3158.

TOR

PIANO FOR SALE
Wanted: Responsible
party to assume
small
monthly
payments
on
spinet/console
piano. Can be seen
locally. Write: andude phone number)
Credit Manager, P.O.
521,
Beckemeyer,
62219"

Philpot 753-6843
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
1912 Coldwater Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
15021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Licensed & Bonded
Lou Ann

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492
32. Apts for .Rent

1 AND 2 BR apts. near
downtown Murray. 7534 1 09 ,
6 2 - 6 6 5 0 or
436-2844.
1 BR furnished apt. next
to Fairgrounds. No
pets. 753-3139.
STEREO Record 1 BR lake front apt. in
Player with radio com- Panorama Shores. Apbination. 80 records. pliance furnished.
$75. Lawn Boy Electric Lease deposit and reMower, $50. 753-0479.
ferences required. 4362484 after 5p.m.
23. Exterminating
2 BR brick duplex. 2
miles east of Murray.
$ 165 /month.
Call Your
1100/deposit. 753-1566.
Local Professionals
2 BR duplex, 1 bath, den
and kitchen, w/ d
hookup. 753-9240.
BR -duplex in Murray.
492-8225.
A COUPLE of young
ladies have a nice house
753-0414
share with another
near MSU and downMurray's only Home
town. Available imowned and operated
mediate. Call Rebekah,
Pest Control Service
753-6577.
Free Inspection and
EXTRA sharp 2 BR
Estimates
brick duplex. Immediate possession. Close to
MSU. Also 1 BR. COL24. Miscellaneous
EMAN REAL ESTATE
A-1 Firewood, $25/rick 753-9898.
delivered. Nights 436- PRIRNISHED apts. ef2778.
ficiency 1 or 2 BR. Also
STOCK and Equipment sleeping rms. Zimfor small bait and merman Apts., S. 16th
tackle store. Call 436
St. 753-6609.
2102.
ONE Bedroom furTHREE commerical nished apt. Low
glass show cases with utilities. 753-3949.
mirror on sliding doors,
5'9" long, glass shelves, 33 Rooms for Rent
$300 each. Call Cadiz FOR men students.
1-522-6174 or 1 522 3340.
Private furnished
TRI-STATE Satellite rooms with kitchen
Sales. 11 ft. system facility and central air
completely installed, Near University. Phone
S1,785. We service what 436-5479 after 5p.m.
we sell. 901-642-0295, 315
Tyson Ave., Paris, 34. Houses for Rent
Tenn.
1 BR house, neat and
USED copiers, $250. Calf clean 3 miles South on
Bill at ,Howard D Happy 641 2 BR mobile home
CO, 247-5912, 116 & 118 N with 2 full baths 4927th, Mayfield KY.
8722

PRE-SEASON SALE

p

34

Season Passes for the Murray Calloway County-Swimming Pool may
beTorctiasect prior to pool-opening and
save $15.00:
Family Passes - $60.00
Single-Passes - $30.00
Passes may be purchased' at the
Park office, 10th & Payne Sts.','phone
753-7640.

FOR Real Service in
Real Estate, Contact
KOPPERUD REALTY,
711 Main. We work at
your convenience.
Phone 753-1222.
45. Farms for Sale
10.16 ACRES 4 miles
South older frame house
only. $22,000. Immediate possession. See
today. COLEMAN
REAL ESTATE. 7539898.
18.5 ACRE, 2 miles east
from Murray on 280.
759-4541.
30 ACRE farm land,
Lynn Grove area. 2
ponds, catfish stock.
Owner will finance. For
information call 7539240.

Homes for Sale

46

ASSUMABLE • VA loan.
Fixed 111
.
2 percent interest. 7 room brick
Fenced yard. Call owner, 753-7217.

Reduced $10,000.
3 BR home near
University. Has living room, dining
room, great room,
eat-in
Kitchen,
central heat and
air. Lower lever
has 6 furnished
rooms. Rented to
college students.
Phone 436-5479
after 5 p.m.
DUE to illness owner
must sell. Year round
nice lake home on
paved road in Lakeway
Shores on circle. Box
600, 10 miles East of
Murray. 2 BR wrhalf
basement and wood'
burning stove, electric
heat and air conditioning. Built-in stove in
kitchen. Nice deck
across front. House in
excellent condition, new
carpet. Price $30,000
firm. Come to location
or call 753 4393 for
appointment to see
house.
FOR Full Time Real
Estate Service, Contact
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753 1222. We currently
have over 160 properties
for sale.
OLDER brick home
blocks from MSU. 3 B-R,
2 bath, gas heat, extra
large lot. 159,000. 224 S.
15th St. Call for appoin
tment 753 2414.
WE have 2 affordable 2
or 3 BR houses. $17,003
$ 22 , 000 . Lynn
Grove/Almo Heights.
COLEMAN REAL ES
TATE, 753-9898
47

47

50

Used

Trucks
1972 HONDA 750 with 1051 FORD PU 2 ton
windshield, backrest Chevrolet. 100 cc
and rack, custom seat, motorcycle. Trade. 436etc Good condition. 5806
$800. 1-247-1902.
1969, 1 1/4 ton, JEEP, 4
1973 HONDA 450. $800 or wheel drive, military
best offer. Four Rally ambulance. $800. Call 753Sport wheels. Off 83 7148.
Chevrolet Silvered° 1974 C65 GMC with 20 ft
Pickup, $75 cash or best Van bed, clean with
offer. Call 759-1417.
good tires. Will sell with
1977 VW Scirocco, good or without bed
Also
condition, runs good. 1978 Ford Van 250 3/4
looks new. 412 B North ton, runs good. Priced
5th Street 753-5255.
to sell. 382-2352.
1978 YAMAHA 656 1976 DODGE SWB 4x4.
Special, low mileage. body and mechanical in
good condition, runs good shape. $1,850
good. 412 B North 5th St. Hatcher Auto Sales,
753-5255.
753-4961.
1 0 7 9 KAWASAKI 1979 CHEVY 4x4, full
KZ1000 LTD
17.,xxx power and •
short
miles, Kirker headers. wheel base, 24,xxx ac$1,525. Hatcher Auto tual miles 759-4641
Sales, 753.4961.
before 5p.m. or see at
1980 YAMAHA 656.,Krogers. Serioue
Maxim, black with only tncluiries only.
3,500 miles. Looks like 1979 DODGE Power
new. Must see to ap- Wagon; 1 owner, 77.xxx
preciate it. Lots of miles. bright red, with
extras. Must sell. -Call 4" lift. 15x38.5 tires and
753-0156 after 6p.m. or chrome spoke wheels,
753-5273 during day. Ask
many extras. Call 753for Ron.
6091 after 4p m. Would
1981
750L Suzuki, consider trade,
extra nice, $1,600. 7535 1
Campers
3643 or 753-6848.

53

53. Services Offered

Services Offered

M&T
IIIainting
Contractors
Paul
,San
1411111
7S3-o4s/
753-4382
•Itesklentiol a
Commercial.
*Fret Estimates.
WET BASEMENT' We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2. Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1.442-7026. - WTLL break and disk
gardens 753-5463 or
753-0144.
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal
Call Roger Hudson.
753-4545 or 753-6763
We have special
packages for Tiny
Tots
CARTER STUDIO

Aluminum Service Co
Aluminum and vinyl
Siding. Custom trim work
References. Call Will Ed
7510689.
LAWN Mower and tiller
repair. 3 miles south on
121. See Wayne Ken
Wilson, 753-5086.
LAWN mowing and
maintenance. We are
looking for new re•
aidential, Commercial
rental and cemetery
properties. Go with the
professionals. Excellent
references. Countryside
Nursery. 753-3188.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Carpel_ .Cleaning company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753-5827.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial.. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
MALONE S Remodeling -from -ground to roof
top. Phone 492-8183,
Evenings 436-2107.
NEED Home Repairs?
Call Jim's Handyman
Home Repair Service.
1-474-8861.
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
B OVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338.
ft Clean and Repair
Air Conditioners. Dill
Electric, 7ft-9104.

1078 CAMPER, sleeps
six, air and awning.
GOOD Reconditioned Excellent condition.
400 MAIN 73 8298
Auto Batteries. 753-5436.
guaranteed! $15 ex- CAMPER Trailer with APPLIANCE repair
a
lar
i526. Call 753-3711.
factory_ air._ awning and work all brands
Auto Salvage. in excellent condition -Srie-ciallie in Tappen.
Call 753-5341 or 354-6956,
New and used parts and Call 753-1966.
Earl Lovett
service at reasonable
52. Boats Motors
APPLIAWE SERprices. Call 474-2325.
VICE. Kenmore,
4 9 . Used Cars
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
19' Lightning
service. Bobby Hopper,
Sailboat, wooden
Bob's Appliance Service. 202 S. 5th St.
hull, main and gib
753-4872, 753-4086
sails, 2 spin(home).
BLOCK Building,
nakers, mooring
basements, garages.
cover, trailer.
footing, floors. driveways. 'Also brick work,
753-4623 after 6
large or small' jobs. 24
p.m.
call
years experience. 753436-2155.
5476
BULL Dosing Back
Hole and septic tank
14 FT Cherokee Bass work. 354-8161
after
INTERIOR
Boat and trailer with 35 8p.m. or 354-8138
or
EXTERIOR
Johnson. trolling motor 437-4533.
and depth finder. Call
PAINTING
1967 JAGUAR
BURGESS Water Wells.
1.
Coupe. rebuilt engine. 436-5572.
Well Drilling. Home.
new tires, excellent 14 FT. John Boat with Farm, Irrigation. Pump
WALLPAPERING
condition. $9,500. Phone motor and trailer. Call sales and service.
753-6577.
JIM DAY
753-6323 after 5p.m.
Irrigation equipment.
1972 AUDI Super 90, 14 F1'. Ridgeline, 18 h.p. _ Free estimates.
Painting
good gas mileage, extra Evinrude motor and' 247-6653,
clean. low miles. $900. trailer. 474-2267.
CONCRETE work.
15 FT. Polarcraft Jon Complete jobs and free
759-1933 after 5p.m.
*FREE ESTIMATES*
1 9 7 3 CHEV,ELLg Boat with live well, used estimates. Call Joe
Laguna, 1 owner. 753- one season.. 35 h.p. Chambers, 345-2758.
Johnson Motor, Minn
2603.
•••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
411
-•
•
1974 VW Beetle, ,40,xxx Kota Trolling Motor. •
•
miles. air.. AM -FM Eagle Depth Finder and
•
cassette, extra sharp many more • extras on •
-Moody Trailer. Ready •
•
inside and out, 11.675.'
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS •
Hatcher Auto Sales, to go fishing. Call •
753-0156 after 6p.m. or
753-4961.
•
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
•
753-5273 days. Ask for
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
•
1975 CUTLASS, Supreme. Ron.
•
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS •
runs excellent. body fair
•
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
$1,500 Firm. Call 759-9002 1968 GLASTRON 14'
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
Runabout motor and •
ask for Kevin.
•KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
trailer. 753-2603.
1975 PLYMOUTH.
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
FURNITURE REFINISHING
Sport Suburban Station COMPLETE Fishing
Rig:
Boat,
motor
and
•COMPETITIVE PRICES
Wagqn. 8 passenger.
• Drop DV & 1/&&
trailer.
Excellent
conextra clean, no rust.
Our Display
63.000 miles, p.s., p.b., dition. 11,250. 492-8652
•
cruise. 400 engine. Call SAILBOAT for sale, 17
753,8374 after 5p.m. -7
-_IL 0-Day Day Sailer,
1976 CHEVY, Silver. 356 excellent condition
automatic, tilt, A/C. w/trailer 1666 Ryan
AM/FM cassette, 78.000 Ave
miles. Excellent condition. $3000 firm. Call 753- 53 Services Offered
2208.
1978 CHEVETTE 4 dr.
Aluminum and Vinyl
1977 Cutlass Brougham
[•
siding and Aluminum
with all extras. Both
All Types of Custom Woodworking & Cabinetry
It
all
houses
trim
for
cars clean and in excel•Kitchen and Bath Cabinets •Counter Tops
painting.
stops
lent condition. 753-8731.
•Furniture & Furniture Refinishing •Mill Work
Jack Glover
1978 SUBARU -Brat
Commercial and Residential
4-Wheel Drive, newly
753-1873
installed '79 Brat enQuaint. WO,*
RICK WEST
gine Seats in backs roll
t
435 4125
bar with lights and FENCE sales at Sears
Reasonable
Prices
753-9317
now. Call Sears 753-2310
sliding back window
Asking $2,500 also '78 for free estimate for
Courier Pickup your needs.
Ford
LWB, fire engine red nENERAL HOME
with white wheels. REPskIR. 15 years exGreat gas mileage, p.erience. Carpentry,
needs some engine concrete, plumbing,
work. $2,000. Both four roofing, sliding. NO
speed transmissions JOB TO SMALL. Free
Saturday, May 5, 1984
and both prices negoti- estimates. Days 75310:00 A.M.-Rain Or Shine
ble. Call 759-9362 after 6973. nights 474-2276,
12 noon.
GUTTERING by Sears.
J.T. Arnold Farm-Puryear, Tenn.
1979 BLACK and silver Sears continuous gutFarm Is Located 65 Miles Northeast
Trans Am, automatic, ters installed for your
Of Puryear Term
6 Wes 14041hweet Of Buchanan Tenn
t-top. AM-FM cassette. specifications Call
M,•$ 4404theast 01 Pane Tenn
13
cruise control, 46,xxx Sears 753-2310 for free
17 Nati Southeast 01 Murray Ky
actual miles. 753-6244 estimate.
Fron• Purrs.. In Tale Mary i 40 East 4 514.e• To CorInn Corner rhoceed
after 54m.
Bore 1 Mee On Shady Gnaw* /3•31 E nonded 70 W Skye. KO 1hoceed East S
INSULATION blown in
Sae 0.50,50,5* 4,044443 55,'. North To Sale Sae' • n• hot1*43.'
1981
BARU DL
by Sears. TVA ap96 ACRES MORE OR LESS
gon, air, 5 speed, good proved. Save on those
condition, $4,500. 436- high heating and cool* SELLING BY DEED AS ONE TRACT *
2165. ing bills Call Sears
10 Scree C.00 Land 3 Good Gmon Bins Lanes 7°bocce Ban,
011••• Oui BuncOng• •Ponds 2 54 Acres 04 Dank Tobacco 3*••
1983 OLDS, Cutlass. 753-2310 for free
WM
,•••
'INN
Nan ea ,
estimates.
MVO Y MI
Calla, 11000 m,lles, excellent condition. Call 759- JOE (Sonney) McKinT. 11101/111• k
10 *MI TENN
4986.
ney Appliance Service.
RED 1977 Trans Am. All makes and models.
I
For information. call (Authorized Service on
co.».
Montgomery Ward Ap492-8727.
CO/e.y
. 50A070400E 00
1.711017413
-----..-'. _
---.,
-•••
-.
TOYOTA. 1980 Corolla pliances). Located at
11•1040400
•010111111110•1
Liftback, 5 speed. George Hodge and Son
I
,
•5'
61,xxx miles. $3.500. Used Furniture Store.
'
6
I
753-8506.
753-0211
48. Auto Services

For Sale

1981
CHEVETTE
4 Door,
4 Speed,
with air.
83,600" or
best offer.
Call
753-5322
xia

t
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NORTHEAST HENRY COUNTY
TENNESSEE FARM LAND
'mass 1.5.. Down Day 01 Sae .13elence Due Within 30 De
FARM MACHINERY

TLC Cleaning Service
Introducing Our
REVOLUTIONARY NEW
CARPET DRY
CLEANING MACHINE

Motorcycles

1981 HONDA Silver
Wing Interstate. 2.700
miles Must sell, make
offer. 437.4171.
1081 KAW ASKI KZ-1100
Far.ring. many extras.
$3,000 1-398-7608.
1083 HONDA Shadow
500. 2.500 miles, still
under warranty, new
helmet included. 21,703.
489-2351 after 4p m.

Motorcycles

•Only One In This Section Of The Country
•Carpet Dry In % to 'h Hour
,
Call Today For Our Low -Low

INTRODUCTORY PRICE
We Clear With

TENDER LOVING CARE
759-9754

Reterenves

7,59-1834
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Mr. Culver, Jr. D.M. Paschall Mrs. McClure, Mrs. Ray Murdock's father dies
Jewell Thomas Hop- Rt. 7, Murray, and Curt Prices furnished
dies; funeral funeral rites county native, wood,
Michigan
father of Mrs. and Stephanie HopAverage
Industrial
are conducted dies Saturday Ray (Linda) Murdock of wood, Rt. 2, Hickory. Air Products
Wednesday
Rt. 7, Murray, died
His parents, Mr. and
Orbie Culver, Jr., 57,
Services for Dallas
died suddenly Monday Mason Paschall were
at 9:30 a.m. at his home Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in
on Oak Park Boulevard, LeDon Chapel,
Calvert City.
Ridgeway Morticians,
He had been Paris, Tenn.
employed at Air ProThe Rev. James
ducts, Calvert City. for Phelps and the Rev.
26 years. He was a Paul Peck officiated.
member and deacon of
Pallbearers were
the Calvert City Church James Boyd Harding,
of Christ.
Randall Miller, Roy
Born July 27. 1926, in Gene Paschall, Ftickie
Calloway County, he Lee Orr, Joe Lankford
was the daughter of Or- a.nd-J.T. Paschall.
bie Culver, Sr., and
Burial was in the
Ruby Shoem-aker Paschall Cemetery.
Culver.
Mr. Paschall, 87, Rt.
He is survived by his 2, Puryear, Tenn., died
wife, Mrs. Luzirene Friday afternoon at
Ernstberger Culver; Methodist Central
two sons, Dr. Roderick Hospital, Memphis,
K. Culver, Louisville, Tenn.and Gregory K. Culver,
He was a retired
Calvert City.
farmer and a member
His parents. Mr. and of the North' Fork BapMrs. Orbie Culver, Sr., tist church. His wife,
of Dexter survive, along Mrs. Lottie May
with two Sisters, Mrs. Paschall, died March 6,
Harold. (Doris) Young. 1982.
Florence. Ala., and Mrs.
Born May 20, 1896, in
Thomas (Nettie) Ern- Henry County,' he was a
stberger, Murray, and son of the late John
-several --niere-s- and Th01ila -Pa:snail'-and
nephews.
Samantha Jane. Nichols
Paschall.
The funeral will be
Survivors are one
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
daughter,
Mrs. Albert
the chapel of Filbeck
Cook, Sedalia;
and Cann Funeral (Elsie)
Gervis
Home, Benton. 'Ralph one son.
Paschall, Rt. 2,
Steury will officiate.
Puryear, Tenn.; three.
Burial will follow in
the Calvert City grandchildren, Mrs.
Roy (Ann) Paschall,
Cemetery
Mrs. Joe (Glenda)
Friends may call at „Lankford and Mrs.
the funeral home after 4 Male (Judy).0q; six
p.m. today (Tuesday).
great-kranchildren.

-1

Scientists ask for reduction
nuclear weapons by nation
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The government
should heed the public's
growing uneasiness
about nuclear war and
propose substantial
reductions in atomic
weapons to decrease the
-threat of war, the president of the National
Aeademy of, , Sciences
said today.
Dr. Frank Press, head
of the nation's most
prestigious scientific
society, said in his annual report to the
academy that public
concerns about arms
control and nuclear war
dictate some action
from political leaders.
"More than ever
before, arms control
and the concern about
nuclear war has become
a potent political issue
which Congress is now
sensitive to, as are the
presidential can-

•

didates," Press said in
remarks to be delivered
at the organization's annual meeting.
"I believe the time is
ripe, as has not been for
many years, for a President to propose and
secure Senate ratification for' deep cuts in
nuclear weapons and
take other steps that
will reduce the danger
of nuclear war," he.
added.
Press said the
academy, a federally
chartered but independent organization frequently asked to advise
the government on
scientific 'natters, is
trying to improve rela:
tions with its Soviet
counterpart in hopes
that science can provide
a bridge to better relations between the
nations.

Mrs. Lillie Hale McClure, 88, Paris, Tenn.,
formerly of Calloway
County, was pronounced
dead on arrival Saturday morning at the
Henry County General
Hospital there.
Born Sept. 2, 1895, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late William Hale and
Sarah Downey Hale.
She was employed at
Salant and Salant for 19
years and was a
member -of the
Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints.
Her husband, Henry
A. McClure, died Dec. 9,
1960, and a son, William
G. (Garbo) McClure,
died in 1974.
Survivors are two
daughters, Mrs.
Virginia Hankins,
Paris, and Mrs.
Kathleen Garner,
Phoenix, Ariz.; three
sons, Joseph E. McClure. Paris, H.A. McClure. Phoenix, and
Thomas D.-- -McClure
Gregory, Mich. ;, one
sister, Mrs. Connie Larson, Chicago, Ill.
Thirty-one grandchildren, 42 greatgrandchildren and three
great -greatgrandchildren also
survive.
The body has been
transferred to the GeerHogan Funeral Home,
Ypsilanti, Mich., where
services will be conducted.. Burial will be in
a cemetery at Ann Ar.bor, Mich.
The McEvoy Funeral
Home of Paris, Tenn.,
was in charge of arrangements there.

Saturday at 4 p.m. at his
home on Rt. 2, Hickory.
He was 52 years of age
and had operated a
grocery store in the
Kaler and Symsonia
community for several
years. An Army veteran
of World War II, he was
a member of the Sand
Hill Baptist Church.
Survivors are one
daughter, Mrs. Murdock, Rt. 7; one son,
Steve Hopwood, Rt. 2,
Hickory; three grandchildren, Kyle Murdock,

Graveside services
for Michael Elliott
O'Cain of Murray were
Monday at 2 p.m. at the
Memorial Park
Cemetery in
Orangeburg, S.C.
• The Rev. Julian Lazar
officiated. The DukesHarley Funeral Home of
Orangeburg was in
charge of services
there. The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home had
charge of local

CS 2-3 300-500 lbs

+ 7.33
46% -14
3294 + 13k.
16% + %
26 + %
51 + %
37% + 34
17 +Is
.67%
34% + %
33% + %.
267i + 4

I,.B.M
Jerrico .
J.C. Penney
Johnson & Johnson
'Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats,
Sears
.. "
Stuart iliali
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

•
• 114% +1
13% unc .
• 54% .+ %
374,2 +
291/4, t 14
11% unc
35 -F.%
62 + %
337 -%

+ IA,
+%
-%
unc
+% .
unc
9 62

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

arrangements.
The boy, 5% months,
died Sunday at 5:35 a..m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Michael O'Cain, 707
Olive St., Murray.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the Special
Education Department;
Murray State
University.

Bel Air Decor
South
12th St.

Murray, Ky. 42071

May Carpet Sale
saw
cat9et

fee

-Istall„
of c'tion

With The Purchase
Calvary Baptist Church
20 Yds. Or More This Month Only.
Free Installation.
schedules Bible Institute
A Bible Institute will follows: fro William
Pick Out Your Carpet Now
be at Calvary Baptist Strong on Thursday:
Church, located v• Jimmy
And Save All This Month
Moreland on
southwest of Coldwater
Friday; (-f• Gary Roy on
off Highway 121 North, Friday.
on Thursday, Friday
The pastor, the Rev.
and Saturday, May 3 to
Charles Jackson,- invites
5.
Speakers will be as the public to attend.

New Stock on
Prepasted Wallpaper
Over 200 Patterns

.
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May 1. 1054
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying &tattoos
Receipts Act 1.123 Est 550 Barrows
is Gals 1. lower-Sows-under 500-lb.' •
uneven steady. .50 higher over 500 lbs
lower
_
547.00-47.54,
, 2r0.240
Some 847 75

IS 1-3.450-500 lbs
IS 1.3 500-650 lbs
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Michael E. O'Cain's rites held

Hog market
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Window Treatment Sale
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646,50147M
846.50-46.60'
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Computer
Mrs. Cecil Hopwood, Apple
American' Telephone
Hickory, survive, along
Chrysler
with two sisters, Mrs.
Dupont
Violet Canter and Mrs.
Ford
..
Cathy Arant, both of G.A.F
514
Hickory ; • one brother, General Motors
40%
Vodie Hopwood of Ben- GenCorp, Inc
33%
ton; several nieces and Goodrich
35%
nephews.
14%
Goodyear
The funeral was Mon- Home Health
934
day at 2:30 p.m. in the Care America
8% unc
chapel of Linn-Vasseur
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Jim Roberts
officiated.
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
Burial was in the New
MEMBER
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
Sand Hill Cemetery.

Fedecal State Market Neas Se,
Tuesday

. 1.S 2 200-210 lbs
11S 2 2111-251T1bS
2-3 250-270 lbs'
.Sows
IS 1-2 270.350 lbs
IS 3.3 3(10-450 lbs

Stock Market
by

.638-00,41 (95
$40.00-42 114)
Some 642.50
642.00-43.50

543_0045.00
Some 645 50
• $39 00-40.00

1" Mini Blinds

. ,

40% off

1982 Buick Regal

Classic Wood Blinds

Nice
$6564.

50% off4N

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

40 to 50% off
Thru Month of May

Boars $34..35(50

KEA STUMP REMOVAL 4
We CO., remove stumps up
to 24 below the ground.
435 4343 or 435-4319.
We Now Haul Pit Grovel.
,

\

753-2617
a

641 S. Murray
•

(
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Parents, John Hinckley, Jr.,
promote mental health study

a

PITTSBURGH (AP)
— The parents of wouldbe presidential assassin
John Hinckley Jr. on
S_aturday urged the
relatives of mental illness victims to "get out
of the closet" and campaign for more research
into such disorders.
John Hinckley Sr. and
his wife, JoAnn, have
undertaken a threemonth speaking tour of
20 cities to publicize the
problems of mental illness and raise funds for
research. The step into
the public eye is a
departure for the couple, who tried to avoid
the spotlight as much as
possible in the days
after the March 1981
assassination attempt
and their son's trial.
The younger Hin-

ckley, 25, diagnosed as a
schizophrenic, has been
In a Washington, D.C.,
mental institution since
fiis acquittal by reason
of insanity.
• "Join your local
groups and work to improve conditions," Hinckley, 58, told the audience of 300."We think
it's time to bring mental
illness out of the closet
and remove the stigma.
We want to do for mental illness what the
American Cancer Society did for that illness."
The Hinckleys, spurred by letters from
families of the mentally
ill nationwide, last year
formed the American
Mental Health Fund in
Washington to sponsor
research into mental illness.

Because of a model change
we bring you an incredible
opportunity to buy famous
Sealy Posturepedic bedding
and Save Fifty Percent
If you don't mind sleeping on a 1983 model(and who
would know but you) we'll save you plenty on Sealy's best! We
must clear our floors for new models coming in. And you benefit
with close-out prices that will soon be history! These are famous
Posturepedics that promise no morning backache from sleeping on
a too-soh mattress. Hurry for -best selection!
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SPECIAL

Large Double
Hamburger &
French Fries.

1 99

Spatial Good April 27-May 3
Convoniont Drive Through Window

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q.'n' Burgers
Cheistnut St.

.t

Oa,

7S3-0645

FREE
DELIVERY

FITRNITI
MURRAY, KY.
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